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Foreword 
The manpower projections prepared 
and presented in this report have 
been developed in response to a 
long expressed need by manpower 
planners and vocational educators 
for information on future manpower 
requirements for occupations and 
industries. The need for this in-
formation was recognized in several 
key pieces of Federal and State 
legislation during the 1960's. More 
recently, the importance of indus-
try ---anao c cupat1ona1 p rojection·a-- - --
for manpower planning was expressed 
in the Comprehensive Employment and 
Training Act of 1973. This report , 
is part of an overall Manpower Pro-
jections Project encompassing the 
State and its 13 major Standard 
Metropolitan Statistical Areas cur-
rently being undertaken by the Em-
ployment Development Department, 
Division of Employment Data and Re-
search. 
Included in this report are pro-
jections of industry and occupa-
tional employment that have been 
made within the framework of cer-
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tain basic national and state eco-
nomic assumptions. It is essential 
that the user of this report be 
aware of these assumptions and con-
sider their significance in the 
light of current conditions. 
The 1980 Manpower Projections Pro-
ject has been made possible through 
funding from the state's special 
grant for manpower services under 
Title --I-of t h_e ____ Coiiiprenens i ve--Em-
ployment and Training Act. Techni-
cal assistance was provided by 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics and 
the Employment and Training Ad-
ministration. The industry matrix 
technique used in this report 
was based upon the work of the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics' To-
-morrow's Manpower Needs and the 
Employment and Training Administra-
tion's Handbook for Projecting Em-
ployment by Occupation for States 
and Major Areas. A brief descrip-
tion of the methodology can be 




The industry and occupational em-
ployment projections in this report 
include numerous implicit assump-
tions about the national, state, 
and local economies. It is impor-
tant that the user of these pro-
jections be aware of these assump-
tions, and that major changes in 
any of the conditions underlying 
them would create a need to reas-
sess the data. The following are 
the ___ P-rinci P-al assumP-tions made for 
the forecast period: 
1. The institutional framework of 
the U. S. economy will not 
change radically. 
2. Recent social, technological, 
and scientific trends will con-
tinue. 
~. Worker productivity in the 
economy will grow at its long-
term rate. 
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4. Federal fiscal and monetary 
policies will accommodate a 
continuation of long-term 
growth patterns. 
5. No major event such as wide-
spread or long-lasting energy 
shortages, raw materials short-
ages, or war will significantly 
alter the industrial structure 
of the economy or alter the 
----long--term- - rate -of ---economic 
growth. 
6. Defense expenditures will con-
tinue to decline as a propor-
tion of the federal budget and 
of gross national product. 
7. The state economy will share 
proportionately in the effects 
of the above assumptions con-
cerning the national economy. 

Summary of Data 
Projected Employment Levels 
and Job Opportunities 
Employment in California is ex-
pected to average more than 9.8 
million in 1980, compared with a 
1975 average of 8.8 million. An 
expanding state economy will gener-
ate more than 950,000 new jobs over 
the five-year span. In addition, 
CHART A. 
DISTRIBUTION OF 2.6 MILLION JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
AMONG MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA, 1115-UID 
more than - 1.6 mil.lion- job- oppor------/----'-:-----1 
tunities will become available 
to replace workers who leave the 
State's labor force during the pro-
jection period. Employment gains 
resulting from industrial growth 
combined with replacement needs 
will total nearly 2.6 million job 
opportunities from 1975 through 
1980. Job openings resulting from 
promotions or occupational changes 
among those already working are not 
included in the data presented 
here. 
On an annual basis the number of 
job opportunities over the projec-
tion period will average about 
518,000 each year. For any given 
year, however, the actual number of 
opportunities will be above or be-
low the average figure, depending 
on economic conditions. 
The distribution of job opportuni-
ties by major occupational group 
over the projection period, is 
shown graphically in Chart A. 
Nearly six out of ten job opportu-
nities will be among the clerical, 
professional, and service groups. 
Table A, below, summarizes the 
projections for the major occupa-
tional groups. The largest volume 
of job opportunities will be for 
white collar jobs. Over the five-
year projection period, job oppor-
tunities for this sector will 
include about 64 percent of all 
opportunities. In contrast, job 
7 
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191,300 
opportunities for blue collar 
workers will comprise about 20 per-
cent of the total, while those for 
service workers will amount to 
about 15 percent. Only about one 
percent of the State's total job 
opportunities will be available to 
farmers and farm workers. 
Within the white collar sector, 
clerical occupations will account 
for the greatest number of jobs. 
Average 1980 employment in this 
major group will be about 1.9 mil-
lion. Job opportunities for cleri-
cal workers will total an estimated 
697,000 over the five-year projec-
tion period. A high proportion of 
total job opportunities among 
clerical workers will be to replace 
those who will leave the work 
force, a reflection of the high 
proportion of women in clerical 
jobs. The annual number of job 
openings for this major group will 
be about 139,000. 
TABLE A. Employment Levels and Job Opportunities (in thousands)* 
1975 and 1980--State of California 
AVERAGE JOB OPPORTUNITIES, 197~1980 
EMPLOYMENT 
FRCM TOTAL AS A PERCENT OF 
OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY FROM REPLACE- FRCM 197 5 ll}t1PLOYMENT 
INDUSTRY MENT THESE EXPANSIO! 1975 1980 CHANGE NEEDS SOURCES TOTAL ONLY 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
TOTAL, ALL OCCUPATIONS 8,850 9,806 956 1,634 2,590 29.3 10.8 
WIITTE COLLAR WORKERS 4,944 5,577 632 1,032 1,665 33.7 12.8 
PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL 1,605 1,804 199 259 458 28.5 12.4 
_ MANAGERS, __ ET.C_. ______ _ _ SS9 _ __ 1_,01_7_ ______ 1_~ __135_ ____ 2Q3 _ -~M_ _t4.~A.-
SALES 740 834 93 153 247 33.4 12.6 
CLERICAL 1,710 1,922 212 485 697 40.8 12.4 
BLUE COLLAR WORKERS 2,496 2,713 219 288 506 20.3 8.8 
CRAFTSMEN 1,069 1 '162 94 106 200 18.7 8.8 
OPERATIVES 1,099 1 '193 94 147 241 21.9 8.6 
LABORERS, EXCEPT FARM 328 358 31 35 65 19.8 9.5 
SERVICE WORKERS 1 '153 1,273 120 271 391 33.9 10.4 
FARMERS AND FARM WORKERS 257 242 (-) 15 42 27 10.5 (-)5.8 
*Individual figures may not add to totals because of rounding. 
Professional and technical workers, 
with an expected level of employ-
ment of about 1.8 million in 1980, 
will remain the second largest 
major group. Job opportunities for 
these occupations will total about 
458,000 over the five-year spaq, a 
much slower rate of growth than in 
recent years largely because of 
sharp declines in employment oppor-
tunities for teachers. 
The occupational group which in-
cludes managers, officials, and 
proprietors will increase at a 
faster rate than total employment. 
Managerial job opportunities from 
1975 to 1980 are estimated at 
263,000, for an average of 53,000 
a year. 
By 1980 an estimated 834,000 per-
sons will be employed in sales 
occupations, an increase of 93,000 
over the five-year projection peri-






will become available to 
sales workers leaving the 
labor force during this 
Job opportunities in service occu-
pations are expected to total 
391,000 from 1975 to 1980, an aver-
age of about 78,000 each year. 
Average 1980 employment is pro-
jected at 1.3 million for this 
major occupational group. Because 
of high rates of turnover, job 
opportunities in service occupa-
tions will be relatively plentiful. 
The ratio of openings to 1975 
employment is significantly higher 
for this group than for all occupa-
tions. 
Blue collar occupations will ac-
count for a substantial number of 
job opportunities during the pro-
jection period. The number of 
opportunities is relatively low, 
however, compared with total blue 
collar employment. For example, 
there will be about 241,000 job 
opportunities for operatives over 
the five-year span, an average of 
48,000 a year. By 1980 there will 
be nearly 1.2 million operatives 
employed in the State. About 
200,000 jobs will become available 
for skilled craftsmen over the pro-
jection period, an average of 
40,000 a year. There will be about 
1.2 million skilled workers em-
ployed in California in 1980. 
For nonfarm laborers, there will be 
only about 65,000 jobs available 
over the five-year projection peri-
od, or about 13,000 a year. Em-
ployment for nonfarm laborers is 
expected to average 358,000 in 
1980. Total employment of farmers 
and farm workers is expected to 
decline during the forecast period 
to an estimated 242,000 in 1980, 
from a 1975 level of 257,000. Sub-
stantial replacement needs will 
more than offset this decline and 
will result in about 27,000 job 
opportunities. Thus, job opportu-
nities for this group of workers 
will average only 5,500 a year. 
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Replacement Needs 
For the 1975 to 1980 projection 
period, job openings resulting from 
replacement needs will far outnum-
ber jobs created by industrial ex-
pansion. There will be about 17 
jobs to replace workers leaving the 
State's labor force for every 10 
jobs created by industrial expan-
sion. Two social trends, which are 
presently working in opposite di-
rections, will affect replacement 
needs during the forecast period: 
The trend towards- earlier retire-
ment and the trend toward smaller 
families. The effect of changing 
mortality rates on replacement 
needs during the next five years 
will be negligible. 
The greatest number of replacements 
will be among clerical and service 
workers. Professional workers, al-
though the second largest major 
occupational group, ranks third in 
the number of replacements. When 
combined, the clerical, service, 
and professional worker groups 
will account for three-fifths of 
all replacement needs over the 
forecast period, although only half 
of the State's 1975 employment is 
in these three groups. 
,.... 
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CHART B. INDUSTRY PROFILE FOR CALIFORNIA 1975-1980 
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Industry Profile for California 
As illustrated in Chart B, the 
State's employment will continue to 
be dominated by services, trade, 
and manufacturing. In 1980, as in 
1975, these three industry divi-
terns in the State's manufacturing 
employment are expected to resume, 
resulti~g in the higher growth 
rates for the 1975-80 projection 
period. 
sions will provide employment for Fluctuating economic conditions 
more than seven out of every ten throughout the remainder of the 
workers in California. Over the decade will continue to exert a 
five-year projection period, only major influence upon employment 
minor. changes are expected in the trends. Consequently, the year-to-
_g_~~tr~J>__y_:_i_Qn _ _Qf_e_~RlQrn_e_nt_.- ~mong _______ - year --rates- of- change in- employment 
t e maJor industry div~s~ons. levels among the various industries 
Trade, :inane: and ~ervice indus- between 1975 and 1980 are likely to 
tries w1ll sl1ghtly ~ncrease their 
shares of total employment, while 
the proportion of workers in agri-
culture and construction, as well 
as transportation, communications 
and utilities, will decline 
slightly. The relative proportions 
of mining, manufacturing and public 
administration employment will re-
main unchanged over the next five 
years. 
Components of Industry Change 
During the five- year period 
1975-80, total employment for all 
California industries will increase 
from about 8.8 million to an esti-
mated 9.8 million. The overall 
increase of 10.8 percent is slight-
ly less than the 11.4 percent 
increase for the 1970-75 period. 
In some of the large industry 
divisions, percentage gains will be 
lower for the 1975-80 period than 
for the initial half of the decade. 
An exception will be manufacturing, 
in which employment will show a 
10.5 percent increase during the 
projection period, compared with 
only 6.4 percent from 1970-75. 
Extensive layoffs during late 1974 
and continuing into 1975 contri-
buted to the low rate of increase 
for the initial half of the decade. 
As recovery from the current reces-
sion proceeds, normal growth pat-
11 
be irregular. 
Over the projection period, the 
rates of growth in finance, insur-
ance and real estate, in trade, and 
in services will exceed the rate of 
increase for total employment. The 
other major industry divisions will 
lag behind the total growth rate. 
In terms of absolute employment 
increases, the three largest divi-
sions--services, trade, and manu-
facturing--will jointly contribute 
three-fourths of the total in-
crease. More modest gains are 
expected to be distributed among 
all of the remaining major divi-
sions. Construction employment is 
expected to show only moderate 
growth over the projection period. 
The agriculture, forestry and 
fisheries division will show only a 
very slight numerical increase. 
Mining, the smallest of the major 
industry divisions, will also re-
cord only slight gains. 
Table 1. shows the actual and pro-
jected levels of employment for 
1970, 1975, and 1980 in Califor-
nia's major industries. Table la. 
provides detail on the distribution 
of government employment among the 
major industries. 

TABLE 1. Employment by Industry Division and Percent Change 
1970, 1975, 1980--State of California 
NUMBER OF EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS 
INDUSTRYa (THOUSANDS) 
1970 1975 1980 
1 2 3 4 
Total, All Industriesb 7,947.6 8,850.0 9,806.0 
Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries 360.8 379.7 389.5 
Mining 34.0 34.6 36.3 
Construction 400.4 406.1 440.1 
Manufacturing 1,657.3 1,763.9 1,949.8 
Nondurable Goods 537.4 584.0 634-4 Durable GOods-----···-------· 
- 1,119:9 1,179.9 - - 1 ,315.4 
AerospaceC 518.6 512.7 556.1 
Transportation, Other Public Utili ties 527.1 552.7 600.8 
Transportation 287.9 303.6 333.2 
Communications 142.1 142.2 153-5 
Utilities, Sanitary Services 97.1 106.9 114.1 
Wholesale and Retail Trade 1,729.2 1,973.3 2,208.4 
Wholesale Trade 416.7 478.2 523.2 
Retail Trade 1,312.5 1 ,495.1 1,685.2 
Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 424.8 498.1 567.0 
Finance 182.9 220.0 256.4 
Insurance 137.7 153.1 170.7 
Real Estate 104.2 125.0 139.9 
Services 2,321.3 2,708.3 3,023.3 
Medical, other Health 471.5 590.8 692.5 
Educational Serv., Museums, etc. 663.7 775.4 831.3 
All Other Services 1,186.1 1,342.1 1,499.5 
Government Administration 492.7 533.3 590.8 
Federal Public Administration 249.2 236.6 246.7 
State Public Administration 60.5 68.0 76.5 



























(-) 5.1 4-3 
12.4 12.5 
25.0 17.0 
a Major industries are aggregated here accordin~ to the census classification method. 
All classes of civilian workers are included (private wage and salary, self-employed, 
unpaid family, and government). A major proportion of government workers are 
assigned to the various industries in which they would appear if they were in private 
employment; i.e., construction craftsmen employed by government agencies are counted 
with construction; municipal utility workers are counted with transportation, 
communication, utilities; public school employees are included with education as part 
of the service industries. Remaining in public administration are such groups as 
public officials, policemen and firemen, and employees of regulatory agencies. 
b Individual line items may not add to totals because of rounding. 
c Includes ordnance (missiles), electrical equipment, aircraft mfg., and instr~nts. 
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TABLE la. Employment of Government Workers by Industry 
1970, 1975, l98o--State of California 
IHWSTRY 
NUMBER OF EMPLOYED I~IVIDUALS 
(THOUSANDS) 
1970 1975 
Total, All Industriesb 1,392.4 1,546.2 




Nondurable Goods 3.4 
Durable Goods 34.0 
Aerospace- 9~6 
Transportation, Other Public Utilities 6o.8 
Transportation 22.5 
Camnunication 1.4 
Utilities, Sanitary Services 36.9 
Wholesale and Retail Trade 11.7 
Wholesale Trade 
·9 
Retail Trade 10.8 
Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 8.7 
Finance 3·5 
Insurance 2.4 
Real Estate 2.8 
Services 737.8 
Medical, Other Health 95.4 
Educational Services and Museums, etc. 574.3 
All Other Services 68.2 
Government Administrationb 492.7 
Federal Public Administration 249.2 
State Public Administrationb 60.5 
Local Public Administration 183.0 
a Individual line items may not add to totals because of rounding. 


























































Within the major divisions, several 
groups of industries will exhibit 
noteworthy trends. Aerospace em-
ployment, following dramatic gains 
in the 1960's experienced sharp de-
clines during the initial years of 
the decade; this resulted in a net 
employment decline for the 1970-75 
period. Gains in aerospace employ-
ment for the 1975-80 projection 
period are expected to be moderate. 
Employment in financial institu-
tions will show a greater rate of 
growth than total employment over 
the last lialr of the decade: Even 
in finance, however, the rate of 
growth will be less than it was 
from 1970-75. Medical services, 
with a 17 percent projected growth 
rate from 1975-80, is also expected 
to provide large numbers of new 
jobs. 
Employment of Government Workers 
Following substantial increases 
during the 1960's, the number of 
civilians employed by federal 
government agencies in California 
declined from 1970 to 1975, as 
military participation in Southeast 
Asia was phased out. Between 1975 
15 
and 1980, federal employment is 
expected to resume an upward trend. 
By 1980, it will reach a level 
about equal to the level recorded 
ten years earlier. State adminis-
trative employment is expected to 
increase over the 1975-80 period. 
If revenue sharing continues, more 
new public service jobs will be 
created at the local level, and 
employment in local government will 
grow at a faster rate than either 
the federal or state components. 
Thus ,_ j_obs in the local-Sector- will 
account for a large and increasing 
share of government administration. 
A significant proportion of govern-
ment employment is concentrated in 
the service industries. Medical 
and other health services and edu-
cation account for most government 
employment in the services divi-
sion. 
The public education sector, while 
still growing, will increase at a 
much slower rate than previously. 
During the projection period, de-
clines in school . enrollment will 




CHART C. OCCUPATIONAL PROFILE FOR CALIFORNIA 1975-1980 
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FA RMERS & 
FARM WORKERS 
Occupational Highlights 
Occupational Profile for California 
California's occupational staffing 
patterns reflect the kinds of goods 
and services produced by .the 
state's economy. Each of the 
state's industries contributes to 
these occupational patterns accord-
ing to its own occupational struc-
ture and level of activity. For 
the state's economy as a whole, oc-
cupational profiles for 1975 and 
1980 are shown in Chart C. 
From this chart it is clear that 
only small changes are anticipated 
in the proportions of employment of 
the nine major occupat.ional groups 
over the five-year projection pe-
riod. The white-collar group of 
occupations (the professional, man-
agerial, sales, and clerical oc-
cupations) will account for 56.9 
percent of all jobs in !~80, com-
pared to 55.9 percent in f9 75. The 
proportion of employment accounted 
for by the blue-collar group 
(craftsmen, operatives, and labor-
ers) will decline slightly from 
28.2 percent in 1975 to 27.7 per-
cent in 1980. Service occupations 
will make up 13.0 percent of total 
employment in both 1975 and 1980. 
Farmers and farm workers will show 
a continuing long-term downtrend, 
from 2.9 percent in 1975 to 2.5 
percent in 1980. 
Job Opportunities in Major Occupations 
Job opportunities for Professional, 
Technical, and Kindred Workers will 
total nearly 18 percent of all 
opportunities available during the 
five-year projection period. The 
estimated 100,000 job opportunities 
in the professional and technical 
medical and health occupations, 
over the five-year projection per-
iod, reflect the continuing trend 
of growth in medical and health 
care services as well as a substan-
tial number of replacement needs. 
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Employment growth in the teaching 
occupations will be negligible from 
1975 through 1980. Significant 
employment increases in a few teach-
ing categories such as health spec-
ialities, foreign language, and 
certain higher education groups, 
will be largely offset by anticipa-
ted decreases in the number of jobs 
for elementary and secondary teach-
ers. Replacement needs in the 
teaching occupations will be sub-
stantial, however, producing most 
of the 82,000 total opportunities. 
For engineers and engineering and 
science technicians, job opportu-
nities will depend largely on in-
dustry growth, as replacement rates 
are expected to be among the lowest 
of any for the state's various oc-
cupations; new jobs from industry 
expansion will number about 50,000 
and total opportunities about 
75,000 for these two groups com-
bined. The accounting profession, 
because of its size, will continue 
to offer a large number of opportu-
nities through replacement needs. 
Employment of Managers, Officials 
and Proprietors is expected to show 
the highest rate of growth among 
all major occupational groups in 
the state from 1975 through 1980. 
Job gains in this major group from 
employment expansion will account 
for about 13 percent of the state's 
employment growth over the five-
year projection period. This 
growth, together with replacement 
needs, will account for nearly 
263,000 job opportunities. Although 
managers and proprietors in the 
trade industries--particularly re-
.tail trade--will have the greatest 
number of job opportunities among 
the occupations in this major 
group, the fastest rate of growth 
of opportunities is expected for 
bank and financial managers. 
Employment of Sales Workers in 
California, like employment in all 
white-collar occupations, is in~ 
creasing at a faster rate than the 
average for all occupations. In 
cal occupations. Job opportunities 
for bookkeepers and cashiers, 
together, will comprise about 18 
percent of the total. 
addition, the replacement rate for The rates of employment growth, 
sales workers will be higher than over the projection period, in the 
the overall average. As a result, industries which make the most use 
nearly 10 percent of all job op- of Craftsmen, Foremen, and Kindred 
portunities from 1975 through 1980 Workers will be lower than the 
will be in this occupation. More rates for other industries. In 
than one-half of the job opportu- addition, replacement rates for 
nities for sales workers will be in craftsmen are the lowest of 
r -e t ail t r ade; empfoyme~gains ana---a n -among ---tln~·--major--o-ccup-a=-
replacement needs for retail sales tional groups. The outlook for 
clerks will provide more than this occupational category is for 
124,000 job opportunities over the a relatively small number of 
five-year projection period. total job opportunities for the 
Clerical Workers will continue to 
be, over the projection period, the 
largest of the state's. major oc-
cupational groups. Job opportu-
nities for clerical workers are ex-
pected to total 697,000 over the 
five-year projection period, re-
flecting the greatest expansion of 
jobs as well as the largest number 
of replacement opportunities among 
the major groups. Approximately one 
out of every three new jobs for 
clerical workers is expected to oc-
cur in the service industries. 
Trade industries will provide the 
second largest number of new jobs. 
Although the other industry divi-
sions employ smaller numbers of 
clerical workers, they nevertheless 
constitute a substantial percentage 
of the employment in some of these 
divisions. In finance, insurance, 
and real estate, for example, work-
ers in clerical occupations make up 
about 45 percent of the industry 
total, and the rapid employment 
growth in this industry division 
will produce a substantial number 
of new clerical jobs. 
Among the occupations in the cleri-
cal group, job opportunities for 
stenographers, typists, and secre-
taries will exceed 270,000 or 39 
percent of the total for all cleri-
18 
forecast period. The construction 
industries are expected to add 
nearly 20,000 new jobs for crafts-
men over the five-year period. 
In manufacturing, nearly 32,000 
craftsmen jobs will be p~oduced, a 
majority -f which will be in the 
durable goods sector. 
In keeping with the general trend 
for blue-collar occupations, em-
ployment growth and worker replace-
ment rates for Operatives, the 
semiskilled component of the blue-
collar group, will remain below the 
state's overall averages for the 
period 1975 through 1980. Employ-
ment for operatives, excluding 
transport equipment operatives, is 
centered in the manufacturing in-
dustries which provide two out of 
every three jobs in this occupa-
tional category. Manufacturing is 
expected to provide nearly 54,000 
new jobs for operatives over the 
five-year period, an increase of 
nearly nine percent. Opportunities 
will be distributed through the 
durable and nondurable sectors with 
the largest concentrations in fab-
ricated metal products, electrical 
and nonelectrical machinery, and 
apparel. 
Jobs for transport equipment oper-
atives are primarily in the trans-
portation, communication, and util-
ities division, in trade, and in 
the service industries. The 
largest concentration of job oppor-
tunities for transport equipment 
operatives will be in local inter-
urban transit and in trucking and 
warehousing. The total number of 
job opportunities for operatives 
will be limited by the relatively 
low replacement rates for most of 
the occupations in this major 
group. Replacement needs in rela-
tion to 1975 employment level are 
particularly low for transport 
equipment operatives. 
Service Occupations, which make up 
about 13 percent of the state's 
employment, are expected to furnish 
15 percent of the total job oppor-
tunities from 1975 through 1980. 
Although the growth of jobs in 
these occupations will lag behind 
the overall rate of increase, the 
total number of job opportunities 
for service workers will be rela-
tively large, reflecting one of the 
highest worker replacement rates in 
the major groups. Jobs in service 
occupations are restricted almost 
entirely to three industry divi-
sions: the service industries, 
with about 55 percent of service 
occupation employment; trade, with 
29 percent; and public adminis-
tration, with about 11 percent. 
Among the service industries, sub-
stantial employment gains are ex-
pected in health services, cleaning 
services and personal services. In 
the trade industries, an employment 
increase of 11 percent, represent-
ing nearly 34,000 new jobs, is 
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anticipated for food service work-
ers over the five-year projection 
period. Service occupations in 
public administration are led by 
the protective service group, the 
category that includes firemen and 
policemen. The rate of job growth 
in this group will exceed 16 per-
cent, providing 16,000 new jobs 
from 1975 through 1980. 
Replacement needs and new jobs from 
industry growth, combined, will 
provide over 118,000 job opportuni-
ties for food service workers over 
the projection period. The corres-
ponding number of job opportunities 
expected for health service workers 
will exceed 76,000; those for per-
sonal service workers, 57,000. 
Total job opportunities for all 
service workers during the projec-
tion period will exceed 390,000. 
About 31,000 new jobs will be pro-
duced for Laborers during the five-
year projection period; total job 
opportunities during that period 
are expected to number 65,000. The 
largest numbers of opportunities 
will be for gardeners and grounds-
keepers, stock handlers--primarily 
in retail trade, and freight and 
materials handlers. 
Employment of Farmers and Farm 
Workers is expected to decline by 
about 15,000 over the five-year 
projection period. Job opportu-
nities from replacement needs will 
more than offset the decline, re-
sulting in a job opportunity total 
of about 27,000. Although general 
employment losses . are expected in 
farm occupations, the category farm 
manager will show a job increase of 
about 12 percent. 

Statistical Detail 
Description of Tables 
Organization of the Data 
The principal da t a concerning 
California's manpower requirements 
for the 1975-1980 pr ojection period 
are presented in a s e ries of sta-
tistical tables. The format of the 
tables described her e is the same 
for the statewide repo r t as for the 
reports for areas within the State. 
Table 1 furnishes a distribution of 
employment by major industries for 
1970, 1975, and 1980 . Table la 
reports a corresponding distribu-
tion of government workers--local, 
state, and federal levels combined. 
Both parts of Table 1 are located 
in the section of the report en-
titled INDUSTRY HIGHLIGHTS. The 
three parts of Table 2 as well as 
Table 3 present data for occupa-
tions cross-classified by major 
~ 
industry, for 1975 and 1980. 
Table 4 gives occupational data 
only, summar~z~ng job demand both 
in terms of industrial change and 
replacement needs. Tables 3 and 4 
contain detailed inf o rmation on 
approximately 400 occupations that 
account for all employment in the 
State's entire work force. In 
addition, about 50 occupational 
subtotals are included in these 
tables. 
An industry-~ccupation matrix is a 
method of cross-classifying indus-
tries and occupations. In Table 2a 
the I-0 matrix takes the form of a 
two-way table in which the number 
of jobs classified by the major 
occupational groups are listed as 
horizontal rows, while the number 
of jobs classified by the major 
industry divisions are listed as 
vertical columns. In Table 2a, data 
for two years are exhibited simul-
taneously. Thus, each square in 
the matrix contains figures for 
both 1975 and 1980. The marginal 
columns are of particular signifi-
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cance: Figures in the upper-left 
corner of the matrix not only re-
present total employment, but are 
a l so summations of both the verti-
cal and horizontal marginal totals. 
The marginal horizontal row headed 
"TOTAL, ALL OCCUPATIONS" displays 
the total employment for each major 
industry division. The remaining 
rows display employment levels by 
major industry division within each 
of the nine major occupational 
groups. 
Similarly, the marginal vertical 
column headed "TOTAL, ALL INDUS-
TRIES" displays the total employ-
ment for each major occupational 
group. The remaining columns dis-
play employment levels by major 
occupational group within each of 
the nine major industry divisions. 
For example, the number of crafts-
men in the construction industry 
for 1975 and 1980 may be found by 
following along the row headed 
"CRAFTSMEN" to the column headed 
"CONSTRUCTION". As another example, 
the number of professional-techni-
cal workers in the service indus-
tries may be found in the matrix 
where the row headed "PROFESSIONAL-
TECHNICAL" intersects the column 
headed "SERVICE INDUSTRIES". Al-
together, nearly 100 different 
industry-occupational combinations 
for both 1975 and 1980 are repre-
sented in this matrix table. 
For any individual square in the 
matrix, the difference in employ-
ment, between 1975 and 1980 repre-
sents job demand from industry 
change. Note that replacement 
needs figures do not appear in the 
matrix tables. They are developed 
independently in Table 4. 
Table 2b is the same industry-occu-
pation matrix as Table 2a, except 
the data are expressed as horizon-
tal percentages for industries 
within occupations. For example, 
the matrix row for "SALES WORKERS", 
under the industry column 11 TRADE11 , 
shows that more than two out of 
three jobs in sales occupations are 
in the trade industries. The only 
other major industry with a signif-
icant representation of sales 
workers is finance, insurance, and 
real estate. 
The final column of Table 4 lists a 
"job opportunity ratio." This con-
sists of the ratio of average 
annual job opportunities to the 
1975 employment level, expressed as 
a percentage. For each occupation, 
this ratio gives some indication of 
job opportunities in an occupation 
relative to its size. Higher-than-
average ratios indicate that rela-
tively more opportunities will 
become available over the projec-
tion period. Note, however, that 
some occupations with only a very 
F-inatly, Tabt-e~c--tli~splays~he.--------- --..-e-w---.j~oo openings, ut witn fifgn 
relative magnitudes for the rates of growth, will offer only 
occupational distribution within a small number of total job oppor-
each of the industry divisions. tunities. This is particularly 
These percentage distributions true of some of the newer occupa-
might be considered as industry tiona which are concentrated in 
staffing schedules. For example, rapidly growing industries-occupa-
in Table 2c under the column head- tions which are growing fast--but 
ing "MANUFACTURING", about 16 per- which will offer only a limited 
cent of all manufacturing workers number of job opportunities. 
are expected to be in the profes-
sional-technical group in 1980. In 
contrast, nearly 34 percent of all 
manufacturing workers will be oper-
atives in 1980. 
Table 3 provides occupational de-
tail for nearly all of the more 
than 400 detailed occupations of 
the 1970 census. Employment esti-
mates for 1975 and 1980 are shown 
in this table. Industry detail, 
however, is given only for the 
major groups, as in Table 2a. 
Table 4 presents detailed occupa-
tional data and is the final 
product of this report. In it are 
the two major components of job 
opportunities for the detailed 
occupations: new jobs and replace-
ment needs. Additional columns in 
Table 4 list total job opportu-
nities over the five-year projec-
tion period, as well as average 
annual job opportunities. "Average" 
job opportunities may not be rea-
lized during any one year of the 
projection period, however, be-
cause of fluctuating economic 
conditions. 
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Each occupation in Table 3 and 
Table 4 is identified by a line 
number. The sequence of line ~ 
bers represents the order in which 
occupations are listed in the 
matrix. The ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF 
OCCUPATIONS may be used to locate 
individual occupations in the de-
tailed tables. The same line num-
bers are used in both the statewide 
reports and area reports. Not all 
possible line numbers will appear 
in the tables for the reports of 
the various areas; missing line 
numbers indicate occupations with 
zero employment. 
Rounding Reported Data 
Figures reported in Table A and 
in Tables 1 and 2a, which represent 
large aggregations of data, are 
rounded to hundreds of workers. 
The more detailed occupational data 
presented in Tables 3 and 4 are un-
rounded. This procedure was fol-
lowed because extreme differences 
in magnitudes are found among the 
various occupations, particularly 
when they are cross-classified 
among industries. If the figures 
in Tables 3 and 4 were rounded, re-
· latively small differences would be 
suppressed, while some of the 
smallest occupations would be elim-
inated entirely. Absence of round-
ing in Tables 3 and 4 should be 
kept in mind when interpreting data 
reported in these tables. 
Occupational Detail 
Not all of the detailed occupations 
listed in the published 1970 census 
of population are included in this 
report. Apprentices, for example, 
are included with their parent oc-
cupations. Also, some occupations 
which have significant national 
employment are practically nonex-
istent in California. Some of these 
have been aggregated into larger 
subgroups. Line numbers for such 
occupations are omitted from Ta-
bles 3 and 4. 
Limitations of the Data 
The major sources of jobs for per-
sons entering the State's labor 
force are new jobs created by in-
dustrial growth and replacement of 
workers who leave the labor force. 
While industrial expansion or con-
traction may cause either gains or 
losses in jobs, replacement needs 
are always positive. Thus, the 
total number of job opportunities 
from these sources is the sum of 
new jobs and replacement needs. 
(Refer to Table 4, columns 3, 4 and 
5.) 
Only job opportunities which result 
from the two sources specified 
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above are considered here. Addi-
tional job sources such as promo-
tions, in-plant transfers and other 
occupational changes among persons 
already working do not affect total 
manpower requirements, and are 
measured by methods other than 
those used in this study. 
The numb~r of persons who will 
enter or reenter California's labor 
force as replacements will greatly 
exceed the number of persons hired 
as the result of industrial expan-
sion. Over the five-year period 
from 1975 to 1980, an estimated 17 
persons will be required to fill 
replacement needs for every 10 per-
sons who find jobs as a result of 
industry growth. The proportions. 
will vary widely among occupations, 
however. For example, job -opportu-
nities in fields involving new 
technical skills will result less 
from replacement needs than from 
industry growth. 
More typically, opportunities in 
the traditional skilled crafts, 
such as carpenters, will owe more 
to replacement needs. Moreover, 
occupations with a high proportion 
of women and older workers will 
have characteristically high re-
placement needs. 
The data described above, which are 
reported at the detailed occupa-
tional level, reflect employment 
demand over the projection period. 
An analysis of the various supply 
components, such as the number of 
persons who will be trained for 
various occup·ations, is beyond the 









_a/Subtotals may not add to totals because of rounding. 
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.a/Percentages may not add to 100 percent because of rounding • 






















TABLE 2c. Percentage Distribution of Employment by Occupations Within Industry, State of California - 1975 and 1980g/ 
INDUSTRY DIVISION 
g/Percentages may not add to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 




TOTAL, ALL OCCUPATIONS 
2 PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL, KI'IDRE il 
3 ~NG INF.ERS, TECH'! I CAL 
4 ENGINEEKS, AER Q-JISTRONAUTIC 
5 E'I GINEEPS, CH~HICAL 
6 ENGI!IIEE~S, CIVIL 
7 tNGINEER.S, ELECTRICAL 
8 ENGINEERS, I ~IIJLSTRIAL 
9 E'IG I~ EERS, H EC~AN I CAL 
10 ENGINEERS , 'IET.\LLUR.f.ICAL 
11 ENGINEERS, MININS 
12 ENGHlEERS, PETROLELM 
13 ENGINEERS, SAL~S 










LIFE AND P~YSIC~L SCIEN TIST5 
AGR I CUL TUR.\L SCI EN T1 STS 





PHYSICISTS ANU hSTRO'IOMEPS 
LIFE, PHVSICJIL SCIE'ITISTS NEC 
24 HATHE~ATICAL S0 ECIALISTS 
25 ACTlJAR I ES 
26 MJITHI:HATICIANS 
27 ~TATISTICIJINS 
28 E'4';1NEER 5 , SCIF.'KF. TECHNICIA h S 
29 AGRI, BIOLJG TECH EXC HEALTH 
30 CHEMICAL TEC~NICIANS 
31 oqAFT S14EN 
32 ELECTHICAL, EL EC TRC'IIC TECH 
33 INDUSTRIAL ENGINHR.ING TECH 
34 MATHEMATICAL TECH 
35 MECHANICAL ENGINEERI NG TEC H 
36 SURVEYORS 
37 c'IGI~EE~I'IG, SCIENCE TECH NEC 
38 M[JICAL WORKEPS, E~C TECH 
39 CHIROPRACTJRS 
40 DENTI STS 
41 D I fT IT I AN S 
42 OPTOMETRISTS 
43 PHAR'IhCI STS 
44 PHY S I ClANS, '10 t1 STEOPA TH S 
45 P1DIAT'IISTS 
46 REGISTERED NURSES 
47 THERAPISTS 
48 VET EP INAR IANS 
49 uTHE~ MEDICAL /\NO ~EALTH 
50 HEJIL TH TECHNOL AND TECH 
51 CLINILAL LAB TECHNOL, TECH 
52 DENTAL HYGI~NISTS 
53 HEALTH RECORD TECHNOL, TECH 
54 R AOIOLOG IC TEC11'1CL, TECH 
55 THERAPY ASSISTA'ITS 
56 OTHER HtALTH TEC~NOL, TECH 
57 TECHNICIANS, EXC ~EALTH 
58 AIRPLANE PILOTS 
59 AIR TPAFFIC CONTROLLERS 
60 E'IIIALHERS 
61 FLIGttT E'IGINEERS 
62 RADIO OPERATORS 
63 TOOL PROGRA'IE~S, NUMERICAL 
64 OTHER TECHNICIANS EXC HEALTH 
65 COMPUTE~ SPECIALISTS 
66 COM PU TEl! PR 'lGRt\11 ER S 
67 COMPUTER SYSTE'1S ANALYSTS 
68 OTHER COMPUTF.R SPECIALISTS 
69 SOCIAL SCIE"lTISTS 
70 I:CONOMISTS 
71 POL !TICAL SCIENTISTS 
72 PSYCHOL <J GIS TS 
73 SOCI~L D GISTS 
74 URBAN AND REGIONAL PL4NNER S 
75 OTHEI! SOCIAL SCIENTISTS 
76 TEACHERS 
77 ADULT EDUCATI'l"l TEACHERS 
78 AGR I CULTU~ E T EACHR S 
79 ART, DRAMA, 'llJSIC TEACHERS 
80 ATMOSPHEQIC, EARTh, MARINE 
81 BIOLOGY TEACh!:<I.S 
82 BUSINESS, COMMERCE TEACHEI! S 
83 CHE'1ISTRY TEACHERS 
84 COACHES, PHYS !:D TEACHERS 
85 ECONOH IC TEAC~ER S 
86 EDUCATION TEAC~ERS 
TOTAL 




1975 1980 1975 1980 1975 
MINING CO"'STRUCTICN HANUFACTUR lNG 
1980 1975 1c;eo 1975 1980 
8B5oooo 9ao6ooa 379700 389500 34600 36300 406100 4/cOlOO l76l'i00 19'>9800 
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T RAN SPOP TA TION r FINANCE, 
CO'I lo! UNICATIONSr INSURANCE, PU8L IC 
4Nil UTILITIES TPADE liND PEAL ESTATE SERVICES AD'41NISTRATION OCCUPATIONAL CATEGCRY 
1975 1'180 1H5 1980 1975 1980 1975 1980 1975 1980 
552700 bOOBOO 1~ j 3300 22C8400 4'18100 567000 2708301) 3023300 533300 590800 TOTALr ALL CCCLPATIONS 
56775 1>2935 5~ 7~ 7 6ee57 24642 29023 1036038 1151830 98740 114 161 PROFESSIC~AL, TFCHNICAL, KINDRED 
lo603 17840 8Z3't c;zq& 1370 1588 32712 40097 17257 18917 ENGINEERS, TECH~ICAL 
ZH 27S 29 31 0 0 875 1002 729 E37 ENGINEERS, AERC-ASTRCNAUTIC 
121> Hit 132 l'o3 0 0 611 693 98 101 ENGINEERS, CHE~ICAL 
2715 21161 213 2't't 280 304 7001 9005 6328 6986 ENGINEERS, CI~IL 
'1003 9863 ~ .. a 1C55 32 40 6551 7699 3108 3513 ENGINEERS, ELECTRICAL 
71>2 11>1 03 730 824 981 3406 4091 2975 3ZO'o ENGINEERS, INOLSTRIAL 
2002 21C8 150 ezr 31 34 3756 4370 1203 1293 E~GINEERSr ~ECHANICAL 
5 1 13 15 0 0 182 220 b5 84 ENGINEERS, METALLURGIC4L 
0 0 0 0 0 0 116 149 30 27 ENGINEERS, MINihG 
15 17 35 36 0 0 58 76 51 50 ENGINEEPS, PETRCLEUH 
120 135 3921 lo't'l3 4 6 287 350 0 0 ENGINEERS, SALES 
11> lit 1657 15H 1117 198 222 9868 12381 2669 2822 E-.Gl.,.EERS, OTHER 
lt83 510 6C5 690 30 39 11375 1321t3 3229 31t75 LIFE AND PHYSICAL SCIENTISTS 
0 0 68 76 0 0 409 It 56 492 544 AGRICULTURAL SCIE~TISTS 
21 23 0 0 0 0 297 358 312 349 ATMOSPHERIC, SPACE SCIENTISTS 
68 85 13 85 0 0 2468 2763 584 Hl BIOLOGICAL SCIE~TISTS 
231 228 385 'o32 22 29 lt3'f 1 5395 796 l'H CHEHISl~ 
21 16 69 es 1 11 627 706 295 n5 GEOLCGI SlS 
132 l't9 0 0 0 0 217 271 21t9 HO MARINI: SCIEflTIS lS 
9 10 11 12 0 0 2929 3257 lt96 50 it PHYSICISTS A~D ASTRCN~HERS 
0 0 0 c 0 0 35 38 5 5 LIFE, PHYSICAL SCit:NTI STS NEC 
293 317 112 1't't 503 512 1432 1775 711 830 ~ATHEMAllCAL SPECIALISTS 
0 0 0 0 237 274 151 195 D 0 ACTUARIES 
14 19 Zit 39 ItO 50 It lit 500 350 413 HATHEHATICIA~S 
Z79 zs~ 88 10& 226 21t9 867 lOBO 360 ltl7 STATISTICIANS 
7853 96~5 2727 3067 4't7 512 30326 37443 10707 123't7 ENGINEfRS, SCIE~CE TE CHNI ClANS 
lt1 It'! lH llZ 0 0 1074 1327 98 102 AGRI, 81QLOG TECH EKC HEALTH 
109 108 79 78 c 0 l/o79 1767 ll't 106 CHEMICAL TECHNICIA~S 
2593 2915 ~53 105't 282 305 L04/o3 12243 2953 3612 ORAFTS~EN 
2920 H56 LC19 1145 L7 19 57/ol 7092 3!:i'o7 3S51 ELECTRICAL, ELECTRCNIC TECH 
4/o 48 60 65 0 0 131 159 166 183 INnl STRI4L E~GI ~EERI ~G TECH 
lob 56 0 0 0 0 0 D 33 27 MATHEHATIC4L TECH 
0 0 8 11 0 0 485 617 25 24 MFCHANICAL ENGI~EERING TECH 
908 lOOt. 34 45 115 147 2769 3450 1657 l'i12 SURVEYOR~ 
1186 t3~~ U6 ~97 33 H 8205 10788 2114 2530 ENGINEERING, SCIE~CE TECH NEC 
251 276 10C~4 ll 201 227 267 L91t349 223813 2475 2762 Hf;OlCAL ~CII~ERS, F. •c TECH 
0 0 0 0 0 0 3429 't297 0 0 CHIROPRACTCRS 
0 0 11'> 16 0 0 Lb233 18828 146 159 DENT! STS 
0 0 1H 187 0 0 3182 3548 55 ol OIETITIA~S 
0 0 162 zc8 0 0 3835 4996 0 0 OPTCME TRISTS 
0 0 94~2 10463 0 0 1471 1535 71 Ill PHARMACI~TS 
6 6 81 17 43 43 47223 53879 445 lt9C PHYSICIANS, MD CSTEDPATHS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1273 1640 0 0 POOIATRI STS 
245 270 161 189 159 192 105189 119650 1091 1255 REGI~TEPED NLRSES 
0 0 51 61 Zit 32 LL7L8 14322 517 598 THERAPISTS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 319 398 90 117 VETERIURIANS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 476 720 ·a 0 OTHER ~EniCAL A~O HEALTH 
84 99 115 13'1 0 0 3832/o 48004 326 331 HEALTH TECHNOl A~D TECH 
6 8 27 28 0 0 16643 20760 192 192 CLINICAL LAB TECH~OL, TECH 
0 () 0 0 0 0 3385 4548 0 0 DENTAL H~GIENISTS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 L61L 2163 0 0 HEALTH PECCRD TECHNOL, TECH 
7 8 0 0 0 0 7 51)9 8944 31 36 RADIOLCGIC TECH~OLr TECH 
0 0 0 0 0 0 /o93 644 0 0 THERAPY ASSISTA~TS 
11 82 88 ll1 0 0 8683 10'146 103 103 OTHER HEALTH TECHNCL, TECH 
11.1738 12473 El3 1050 126 16/o 4613 5804 6969 8C44 TECHNICIANS, EXC HEALTH 
7838 9099 79 e4 55 73 370 lo15 327 38/o AI~PLANE PILOTS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 301)7 BL7 A\R TRAFFIC CC~TROLLERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 645 6/o7 0 c EHRALMERS 
1428 17C4 0 0 16 21 100 135 56 62 FLIGHT E~GINEERS 
1042 1122 61 12 23 28 343 424 2290 2f48 ~AniD CPERATCRS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 31 31 18 21 TOOL PRCGRAMERSr ~UMERICAL 
~30 5~8 6H 893 32 41 3125 iol5 L 1270 !Ell CTHER TEC otNICIA~S EXC HEALTH 
1702 1871J 3005 3272 3130 3700 1~228 179't6 3945 4725 COMPUTER SPECIALISTS 
10 75 1167 2023 2187 2C47 2361 9950 11515 2236 2650 CC~PLTER PROGRA~ERS 
553 624 778 81t5 970 1179 43/o9 5304 1527 1937 CC~PLTER S~STE~S ANALYSTS 
74 79 203 .Z39 113 160 929 1126 133 137 OTHER CC~P~TER SPECIALISTS 
614 693 8H 1026 1048 1340 9594 11'161 3018 3E43 SCCIAL ~CIENTISTS 
607 681, £15 1&19 1006 12'10 29/o& 3638 628 702 ECIJhOMISl~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 38 51 0 0 POLITICAL SCIE:~TI STS 
8 9 0 0 0 0 5665 7070 248 2H PSYCHOLOGISTS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 169 206 145 193 SOCIOLOGISTS 
0 0 0 0 42 50 416 513 1801 21t0/o LRBAN AND REGIONAL PLA~NERS 
0 0 6 7 0 0 358 483 196 267 OTHER SOCIAL SCIENTISTS 
529 514 1111 186S 43 50 38278't 38'1132 1177 1126 TEACHERS 
68 63 290 309 33 41 5117 5627 504 lo82 ADULT EDLCATICN TEACHERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 541 585 0 0 AGRICULTURE TEACHERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 4477 5127 0 0 ART, DRA~A, ~USIC TEACHERS 
0 c 0 0 0 0 771 921 0 0 ATMOSPHERIC, EAPTHr MAfiiNE 
0 0 0 0 0 0 30H 3549 0 0 810LOG\ lEAtHERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2232 21>17 0 0 BIJSINE!S, CO~MERCE TEACHERS 
0 0 D 0 0 0 1962 2076 0 0 CHEMISTR~ TEACHERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2290 2483 0 0 COACHES, PHYS ED TEACHERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1228 1387 0 0 ECONCMIC TEACHERS 
u 0 0 0 0 0 003 650 0 0 EDUCATICN TEACHERS 
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TABLE 3- DETArLED OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT , CURRENT ANI) ANTICIPATED 8'f INDJSTRY DIVISION FOR THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
AGRICULTURE, 
OCCIIPAl'IONAL CATEGOKY TOTAL FORESTRY 
ALL I NOUSTRI ES FISHERIES MINING CONSTRIJC Tl ON MANUFACTURING 
LIBB 
ruMBD 1975 1980 1975 1980 1975 1980 1975 1980 1975 1980 
87 ELEMENTARY SCI«<OL TEACHERS 158803 156209 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
88 ENGINEE~I~G TEACHERS 1956 2090 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
89 ENGLISH TEACHERS 5038 5't91 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
90 FJREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHERS 3072 3600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
91 HEALTH SPECIALTIES TEACHERS 'tl89 5271 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 
92 HISTORY TEACt.ERS 2363 2't58 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
93 HOME ECONJM ICS TEACHERS 't't2 506 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
94 LAW TEACHERS 't28 515 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
95 MATHEMATICS TfACHEAS 338't 3851 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
96 PHYSICS TEACHERS 2051 2029 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
97 PRESCHOOL, KINDERGARTEN 209't7 213'tl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
98 PSYCHOLOGY TEACHERS 2086 2537 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
99 SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS 109916 105307 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
100 SOCIOLOGY TEACHERS 1165 1511 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 
101 SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHERS NEC 210't 2525 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
102 ~ISC CJLLEGE A~D UNIVERSITY 2770 3326 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
103 COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY NEC 19271 22578 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
104 THEOL JGY TEACHERS 593 721 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
105 T~ADE, J~OUSTAIAL TEACHERS 558 692 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 
106 TEACHERS 'I EC, EXC COLL, UNIVER 22258 2't536 0 0 5 7 8 11 297 306 
1D7 WRITERS, ARTISTS, ENTERTAINERS 135177 15't709 2127 2't35 9't lO't 193Z Z219 3032't 3't098 
lOB ACTORS 3863 't201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
109 ATHLETES AND KINDRED WORKERS 9272 11073 15't7 1786 0 0 0 0 10 12 
110 AUTHORS 't955 5't17 0 0 0 0 0 0 992 1010 
111 DANCERS 2015 2278 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
112 DESIGNERS 20672 23704 1Z6 109 Z3 Zit 1't78 1685 9037 101t22 
113 ED !TORS AN ll REPORTERS 17871 19928 16 20 0 0 0 0 81t82 9Z93 
114 MUSICIANS AND CO~POSERS 18715 20745 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 93 
115 PAINTERS AND SCULPTORS 16731 19't22 0 0 0 0 l'J7 237 3578 3773 
116 PHOTOGRAPHERS 10015 11083 0 0 0 0 37 39 2325 2619 
117 PUBLIC RELATIO~S MEN, WRITERS 13933 16021 83 91t 7Z BO 171 zoo 1971 2285 
118 RADIO, TV ANN~UNCERS 2038 2279 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
119 WRITERS, ARTISTS, ENTERTAIN NEC 15096 18557 355 't26 0 0 't9 58 381t9 't59l 
120 OTHER PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL 384291t 't't31t99 6102 7Z29 1318 H43 3766 't257 't273B 'oB502 
121 ACCOUNTANTS 101Z26 11302't 898 1168 930 1010 Z'tO't Z6Bl 19717 21606 
122 ARCHITECTS 11365 l'o369 H•39 1729 0 0 't88 590 311 37Z 
123 ARCHIVISTS AND CURATORS 836 1018 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
124 CLERGYMEN 32501 35609 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
125 RELIGIOUS, EXC CLERGYMEN 8513 9584 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
126 FARM MANA~EMENT AO~ISORS 381 393 5't 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 
127 FORESTERS, CONSERVATION! STS 't6ZZ 5193 3151 3't69 0 0 6 5 152 175 
128 HOME MANAGEMENT ·ADVISORS 335 329 0 0 0 0 0 0 73 57 
129 JUDGES l36B 1'>29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
130 LAWYERS 37083 'tZ771 4 5 103 116 124 114 732 753 
131 l IBRARIANS 1313Z 1'>113 0 0 It It 17 zo 378 393 
132 OPE RAT IO~S, SYSTEMS RESEARCH l39BB 17039 0 0 Z4 27 98 120 8937 10683 
133 PERSONNEL LABOR RELATIONS 563't9 68157 't89 716 ZD1 2Z6 582 669 9571 1116/o 
134 RESEARCH ~DRKE~S, NEC 18245 Z235D 35 34 56 59 't7 59 2778 3193 
135 RECREATION WOR~ERS 14462 16841 3Z 29 D 0 0 0 D 0 
136 SOCIAL WORKERS 53894 62197 D D D D 0 D D D 
137 VOCAT IDNAL, ED COUNSELORS 15995 19DB3 D D D D 0 0 9D 1D6 
138 '4ANAGERS, OFFICIALS, PROPRIETORS 889277 1D16849 473D 5Z4't Z783 3051 48 !417 S31t'tD 11tl901 l64ZD8 
139 BUYERS, SAL ES, L~AN MANAGERS 181957 2123'tD 6BD 882 5ZD 563 2742 3Z46 32574 37737 
140 BANK, FINANCIAL MANAGERS 52721 62827 18 19 52 53 186 200 250't Z6+6 
141 CREOITHEN B57D 957Z D D 3D 33 lB Bit 1358 1533 
142 BUYERS, SHIPPE~S, FARM PA~D 16Zl l62D 0 D D D c 0 255 255 
143 BUYERS, WHULESALE, RETAIL 27+68 318'07 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 144 PURCHASING At;ENTS, BUYERS, NEC 23967 Z7/o0Z Z82 337 303 327 zooo Z3B7 128/o5 llo659 
145 SALES MANAGER, RETAIL TRADE 27905 3Z82Z 0 0 0 0 D 0 D D 
146 SALES MANAGER, EXC RET TRADE 397D5 lt629D 380 527 136 150 418 576 15613 186't't 
147 ADMIN ISTRATllRS, PUB INSPECTORS 90043 1DD51D 0 0 0 D D 0 D 0 
148 ASSESS, CONT~OL, LDC PUB AO~I~ Z871 3185 0 0 D 0 0 0 D 0 
149 CONSTRUCT ION INSPECTOR, PUB ~188 +770 0 0 0 0 0 D D 0 
150 HEALT~ AD~INISTRATORS 15+57 1918D D 0 0 D D 0 0 0 
151 INSPECTORS, EXC CONSTRUCT PU8 1D536 120+1 D 0 0 D D D D D 
152 OFFICIALS, ADHINS, PUB 28719 3133+ 0 D 0 0 D D D 0 
153 POSTMASTERS AND MAIL SUPER 1538 148+ 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 
154 SCHOOL AD~IN, COLLEGE 53BZ 6601 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 
155 SCHOOL AO~IN, ELEM, SECONDARY 21351 219110 0 D D 0 D D 0 0 
156 OTHER MANAGERS, OFFICI4LS, PROPS 617277 7D399B +051 +361 2Z63 2488 46105 5D193 109326 126+7 1 
157 fiJNER AL DIRECTORS 1851 1982 0 0 0 D D 0 0 0 
158 MGRS, SUPER INTEIIICANTS, BLDG 233+4 Z7316 9 13 14 16 17Z 21Z 69 80 
159 OFFICE MA!IIAGER S, NEC 3666D +3921 613 804 113 130 1Z8't 15+Z 5837 69Z9 
16D DFFICRS, PILOTS, P~~SERS, SHIP Z318 Z350 188 200 18 21 82 99 56 59 
161 OFFICIALS OF L'lDt:fS, UNIONS 1+5Z6 1571+ 0 0 0 D D 0 D 0 
162 RAILROAD CONDUCTORS 2Z73 2350 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
163 RESTAURANT, CAFE, 8AR HGRS 't8333 5Z305 0 .0 0 D 0 D 68 66 
164 OTHER MGRS, AD~INISTRATORS +8797+ 55806D 32't0 33+5 211B 2320 't45U 'tB3+1 1 03Z97 119337 
165 SALES WORKERS 7/oO'tBZ 833631 3878 't8't3 27+ 25D 3++1t 4Z73 61lo7 67618 
166 A OVERT IS I'IG AGENTS, SALESMEN 775Z 912D D 0 13 19 D 0 Z152 2)73 
167 AUCTIDNEE'tS 375 +21 2D 17 D D D D 0 0 
168 OEH(l'jSTRATilRS 7591 8021 0 0 0 0 D 0 Z33 285 
169 HUCKSTERS AND PEDDLER<; 3D936 3313D D D D 0 D 0 0 0 
170 INSURANCE AGENTS, B~CKERS, ETC 53985 6DB36 0 0 D 0 c D 0 0 
171 NEWSBOYS 667+ 6091 0 0 D D 0 D 5191 +529 
172 REAL ESTATE At;ENlS, BROKERS 55727 6Z362 0 D D 0 0 0 0 0 
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TRANSPORTAl ION, FINANCE, 
COMMUNI CAT IONS, INSURANCE, PUBLIC 
AND UTILITIES TRADE AND REAL ESTATE SERVICES AD'IIN I STRAT ION OCCUPATIO~AL CATEGCR~ 
1975 1980 1<;75 1980 1975 1980 1975 1980 1975 1'i80 
0 0 0 0 0 0 158803 156209 0 0 ELE~ENlAR~ SCHCCL TEACHERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1956 2090 0 0 ENGINEERING TEACHERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 5038 5491 0 0 ENGLISH TEACHERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 3072 3600 0 c FOREIG~ LA~GUAGE TEACHERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 4189 5211 0 0 ~EALTH SPECIALTIES TEACHERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2363 2458 0 0 HISTDR~ TEACHERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ltlt2 506 0 0 HOME ECONC~ICS TEACHE~S 
0 0 0 0 0 0 428 515 0 0 LAio TEACHERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 3384 3851 0 0 ~ATHE~ATICS TEACHERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2051 2029 0 0 PHYSICS TEACHERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 20932 21323 15 18 PRESCHCCL, KINDERGARTE~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2086 2537 0 0 PSYCHOLCGY TEACHERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 109916 105307 0 0 SECG~OAR~ SCHCCL TEACHERS 
0 0 - 0 0 0 0 1165 1511 0 c SOC I GL OG ~ TEACHERS 
0 0 0 Q 0 0 2104 2525 0 0 SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHERS ~EC 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2770 3326 0 0 MISC COLLEGE A~D U~IVF.RSITY 
0 0 0 0 0 0 19271 22578 0 0 COLLEGE, UNI~ERSIT~ NEC 
0 0 0 0 0 0 593 721 0 0 THEOLDG~ TEACHERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 558 692 0 0 TRADE, INO~STRIAL TEACHERS 
't6l 450 l't21 1556 10 9 19397 21571 659 E26 TEACHERS NEC, E~C CCLLo UNIVER 
701t4 7899 13215 15'i31 1918 221t8 71t797 85360 3705 Hl6 loRITERS, ARTISTS, ENTERTAINERS 
149 126 1C7 162 0 0 3607 3913 0 0 ACTORS 
4 4 361 434 0 0 7092 8536 258 302 ATHLETES AND Kl ~DRED WORKERS 
128 122 9 12 0 0 3692 4099 134 174 AUTHORS 
4 4 1122 13El 0 0 889 913 0 0 DANCERS 
598 713 3035 3433 128 154 5850 6636 396 ~28 OESIGNF.RS 
1411 1630 694 799 153 178 6492 13D6 623 7D2 EDITORS AND REPCRTERS 
143 125 398D 4835 0 0 14ltlt4 15623 61 69 'ILSICIA~S AND COMPOSERS 
196 193 1121 1364 0 0 11288 13461t 350 391 PAINTERS A~D SC~LPTCRS 
212 245 198 218 23 30 6698 1327 522 605 PHOTCGRAPHERS 
1595 1783 1379 1616 1491t 1722 6325 7227 81t3 1Cl5 PUBLIC RELATinS HEI'I, loRITERS 
1959 2180 0 0 0 0 79 98 0 c RADIO, T~ ANNCUNCERS 
664 773 1209 1695 120 164 831t0 10220 511 Ell hRI TERS, ARTISTS, ENTERTAIN NEC 
111 561 11750 18286 21176 15799 18543 240501t 277253 45220 53346 OTHER PROFESSlONAL, TECHNICAL 
io694 5056 10421 11659 9109 10318 40783 45709 12270 13817 ACC Dl.NTAt;TS 
87 92 91 116 139 165 8290 10760 519 545 ARCHITECTS 
64 68 115 149 0 0 629 777 28 25 ARCHI~ISTS A~D CURATCRS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 32423 35511 78 98 CLERG~IIE~ 
0 0 0 0 D 0 8513 9584 0 0 RELIGICLS, E)C CLERGYMEN 
0 0 0 0 0 0 327 313 0 0 FARM MANAGE"ENT ADVISORS 
179 224 12 13 0 0 119 116 1D04 1192 FORESTERS, CONSERVATIONISTS 
162 164 10 9 0 0 83 91 8 8 HOME MANAGEMENT ADVISORS 
0 0 0 0 D 0 D 0 1368 1~29 JUDGES 
339 383 20't 236 1111 1298 28832 32740 5634 7126 LAWYERS 
lo1 45 92 105 72 86 12101 13021 421 439 LIBRARIANS 
682 801 lt43 545 657 861 1772 2314 1376 1687 OPERATIChSt SYSTEMS RESEARCH 
4165 4764 6558 79'o0 3956 lt857 22247 27660 8580 10161 PERSONhEL LABOR RELATIONS 
119 126 335 397 663 852 13198 16561 lOllt lC68 RESEARCH ~OR"ERS, ~EC 
0 0 0 0 42 46 10791 12547 3598 4219 RECREATICN WCRKERS 
16 18 0 0 31 38 'o5209 51304 8637 1CE37 SOCIAL IICRKERS 
1 10 7 7 19 22 15187 182'o5 685 695 YOCATIOhAL, EO CCU~SELORS 
45514 51559 H6'i58 335833 103732 121865 192977 224509 51836 57 litO MANAGERS, OFFICIALS, PROPRIETORS 
H93 3741 11434 eo; lito 52032 62369 9857 11933 2625 2728 BUYERS, SALES, LCA~ MANAGERS 
279 278 1415 15C2 46533 56129 1636 1B99 98 102 BANK, FINANCIAL MANAGERS 
134 148 4588 5055 1584 1786 797 934 0 0 CREDIT~EN 
0 0 1366 1365 0 0 0 0 0 0 BUYERS, SHIPPE~S, FARM PROD 
0 0 27469 318C7 0 0 0 0 0 0 BUYERS, IIHDLESALE, RETAIL 
1253 1296 0 0 758 883 4038 4930 2489 2581 PURCHASING AGE~TS, BUYERS, NEC 
0 0 <79C5 32822 0 0 0 0 0 0 SALES ~AhAGER, RETAIL TRADE 
1B26 2020 14692 16589 3156 3570 3384 'tl69 39 46 SALES ~ANAGER, EXC RET TRADE 
0 0 0 0 0 0 42190 47697 lt71152 52B13 ADMINISTRATORS, PUB INSPECTORS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2811 31B5 ASSESS, CONTROL, LOC PUB ADMIN 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4188 4770 CONSTRUCTION INSPECTCR, PUB 
0 0 0 0 0 0 15457 191BO 0 0 HEALTH AO'IINISTRATORS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10536 12041 INSPECTCRS, EXC CCNSTRUCT PUB 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 28719 31334 OFFICIALS, ADHihS, PUB 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 153B 14B4 POSTMASTERS AhO IIAIL SUPER 
0 c 0 0 0 0 5382 6601 0 0 SCHOOL ADMIN, CCLLEGE 
0 0 0 0 0 0 21351 21916 0 0 SCHOOL AD~IN, ELEH, SECD~ARY 
42021 HBle 219523 246693 51700 59496 140930 164880 1358 1599 OTHER MANAGERS, OFFlCIALS, PROPS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1851 1982 0 0 FUNERAL DIRECTCRS 
53 65 60 77 21631 25161t 1037 1320 299 311 IIGRS, SLPERINTENDANTS, BLDG 
2760 3C89 9392 11C43 5455 6600 10250 12663 956 1122 OFFICE ~ANAGERS, NEC 
1578 1~24 51 56 19 23 255 297 70 11 OFFICRS, PILOTS, PURSERS, SHIP 
0 0 0 0 0 0 llt526 15111t 0 0 OFFICIALS CF LODGES, IJNJ ONS 
2213 2350 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 RAILROAD CCND~CTORS 
50 46 44067 47127 0 0 4135 41t56 13 11 RESTAURANT, CAFE, BAR MGRS 
35307 't0745 165953 1e7790 24596 27110 108876 128449 20 23 CTHER ~GRS, AO~INISTRATORS 
8024 8421 ~ 11'142 575679 " 121990 131191 29816 34B97 41t6 459 SALES WORKF.RS 
1392 1591 412 454 53 64 3730 lt620 0 0 ADVERT! SING 4GEhTS, SALESMEN 
0 0 1B9 220 1 9 159 174 0 c AUCTIONEERS 
22 23 7C38 7363 10 15 289 335 0 0 DEMCNSTRATCRS 
0 0 30520 32742 0 0 416 388 0 0 HUCKSTERS AND PEDDLERS 
0 0 0 0 53985 60836 0 0 0 0 INSURA~CE AGENTS, BROKE~S, ETC 
0 0 1483 1562 0 0 0 0 0 0 NEWSBO~S 
0 0 0 0 55727 62362 0 0 0 0 REAL ESTATE AGEhTS, BACKERS 
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STOCK ANt'l BOND SALESMEN 
SALES REPRES, 'IFG 
SALES ~EP~ES, ~HOLESALE TRADE 
SALES CLERKS, ~ETA IL T~ADE 
SAL ESMEN 1 RETAIL TRADE 
SALESMEN, SERV AND CONSTR 
79 CLERICAL WO;:tKE~S 
80 STENOGRAPHERS, TYPISTS, SECR~ 
81 SEC~ETAIUES, LEGAL 
82 SECRETARIES, MEDICAL 
83 SEC RETAil. IESr 'JTHER 










OFFICE MACHINE OPERATORS 
800KKEEPI'IG, diLLING OPERATORS 
CALCULATI'IG MACHINE OPERATORS 
COMPUTER, PERID~E~AL EQUIP 
OUPLICATI .. G MACHINE ()PERATORS 
KEYPUNCH 'JPEAATORS 
TABULATING MAC'iiNE OPERATORS 
OTHER OFFICE H'CHINE OPERATORS 
.94 OTHER CLERICAl WORKER.S 
.95 BANK TELlERS 
.96 BILLING CLERKS 
.97 BOOKKEEPERS 
.98 CASHIERS 
.99 ClERICAL ASSIST, SOC WELFARE 
~00 CLERICAL SUPERVISORS, NEC 
~01 COLLECTORS, Bill AND ACCOUNT 
~02 COUNTER CLERKs, nc FOOD 
~03 OISPATCHE'I, STARTER, VEHICLE 
!04 E14UHERATO~S liND INTERVIEWERS 
!05 ESTIMATORS, INVESTIGATORS, NEC 
!06 EXP ED ITDRS, P~'JD CONTROLLERS 
!07 FILE CLERotS 
!08 INSURANCE ADJLST, EKAM 
!09 LIBRARY ATTENOANTS, ASSISTANT 
!10 MAIL CARRIERS, POST OFFICE 
H1 MAIL HAIIIDLER, EXt POST OFFICE 
212 MESSENGERS A"'O OFFICE BOYS 
213 METER READERS, UTILITIES 
214 PAYROLL, TIME KEEPING CLERKS 
215 POSTAL CL~RKS 
216 Po(QQFREADERS 
217 Rt:AL ESTATE APPRAISERS 
218 REC EPT IUN IS T S 
219 SHIPPIIIIG, RE'CEIVING CLERKS 
220 STATISTICAL CLERKS 
221 STOCK CLERKS, STCiRE KEEPERS 
222 TEACHERS AIOF.S, E~C MONITORS 
223 TELEGPIIPH MESSEIIIGERS 
224 TEL EG~AI'H 'lPERHORS 
225 TELEPHONE OPF'RATORS 
226 TICKET STATION, EXPRESS AGENTS 
227 ~EIGHERS 
228 •USC CLERICAL 40RKE~S, NEC 
229 CRAFTSMEI\, FOREMEN, KINDRED 
230 CONSTRUCT 10"1 CRAFT S'IEN 
231 CARPENTERS 
233 BRICKMASO~S ANil STONE'IASONS 
235 BULLDOZER OPERHORS 
236 CEMENT AND CO"'CRETE FlNl SHERS 
237 ELFCTRICIAIIIS 
239 EXCAVATING, GPAO lNG, 'IACH OP 
240 FLOOR LAVERS, EXC TILE SETTERS 
241 PAINTERS, CONSTRUCTION, MAllljT 
243 PAPER.,ANGERS 
244 PLASTERERS 
246 PLUMBE~S AND PIPEF ITTERS 
248 ROOFER AND SUITERS 
249 STRUCTURAL METAL CRAFT 
~D TILESETTERS 
251 FOREMEN, N EC 
252 METALWORKING CRAFTSMEN E'XC HECH 
253 8L ACK SMITHS 
254 BlliLER'IAKEIIS 
255 HEAT TREATERS, ANNEALER So ETC 
256 FORGEHEN AND ~AMMER~EN 
257 JOB AND OlE SETTEIIS, METAL 
258 MACHINISTS ' 
260 H ILLWR lGhTS 
261 140L DERS, '4ETIIL 
263 PATTERfll A'IIJ HODEL MAKERS 
264 ROLlt~S AND FINIS~ERS, METAl 
265 SHEET METAL IIO~KERS, TINSMITHS 
TOTAl 










































































71773 78110 92 113 31t9 
91t01 10639 0 0 19 
lt275 ltb05 0 0 37 
185D2 22331 7 8 139 
3705 4228 5 5 14 
3D518 30llt4 BD 100 137 


























































359 688 761 14839 
20 160 188 1097 
37 13 15 772 
156 160 188 4658 
15 71 Bit 1150 
127 255 255 6129 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TRANSPORT U 11N, FINANCE, 
COMMUNI CAT IONS, I~SURANCE, PUBLIC 
AND UTILITIES TRADE AND REAL ESTATE SERVICES A0'41N ISTRA TION :JCCUPA TIONAL CATEGORY 
1975 19BO 1S75 19BO 1975 1980 1975 19BD 1975 19BO 
0 0 0 0 11515 13066 0 0 0 0 STOCK A~O BOhO SALES~E~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SALES REPRES, I'FG 
0 0 1l1256 123570 0 0 0 0 0 0 SALES REPRES, ~HOLESALE TRADE 
0 0 2c; a11to lit129B 0 0 0 0 0 0 SALES CLERKS, RETAIL TRADE 
0 0 ~18Cit 68471 0 0 0 0 0 0 SALESME,.., RETAIL TRADE 
6610 6807 0 0 693 839 25222 29380 446 459 SALESME~, SERV AND CONSTR 
llt321B 153635 327<;79 370901 224108 253302 525179 606006 1BBB71 201'>59 CLERICAL ~CRKERS 
2541t9 2a179 56 59 it 61t535 7it719 Blt699 21t0791t 27BZ27 54556 60967 STENOGRAPHERS, TYPISTS, SECRE 
133 1'o7 51 66 it62 535 15859 19269 1065 1262 SFCRETARIES, LEGAL 
21 25 56 72 37 32 13193 16522 68 69 SECRETARIES, MECICAL 
l381t3 156t3 'o2611 't9C59 5181t2 5995it llt970 1 173289 Z01t83 23fll SECRETARIES, OTHER 
1103 929 HO 468 1369 1286 lt3lt3 it182 566'o 5603 STENOGRAPHERS 
1 OlltB ll'ol5 13296 14B11 21010 22892 57697 6'o965 27276 301tOZ TYPISTS 
H95 'o673 llOitO 11887 1it259 16HO 18860 21539 6851 6924 OFFICE MACHINE CPERATCRS 
3'olt 325 1666 1Bitl 'o561 5442 1348 l5'o5 205 190 ijOOKKEEPING, BILLING OPERATORS 
286 260 1780 202'o 845 9'o7 it65 553 76 67 CALC LLA Tl NG I'ACHI hE OPE RAT QRS 
1396 1517 1E'o6 2199 2792 3607 5313 6569 2193 2588 COMPUTER, PERIPHERAL EQUIP 
116 120 182 220 224 2'o9 1617 1963 326 336 OUPLI CA 11 NG I'ACHI NE OPE PAT DRS 
2456 2180 4569 4450 4791 4887 B539 8996 3561 3200 KEYPUNCH CFERATCRS 
!> 4 113 117 176 146 79 78 66 65 TA8ULATihG IIACHihE OPERATORS 
191 2or 883 1C37 870 1063 1499 1835 It 2ft 'o78 OTHER OFFICE MACHINE OPERATORS 
112974 120783 26C346 29'olt 79 135130 152262 266 125 30621t0 1271t63 13'o068 OTHER CLERICAL hCRKERS 
0 0 0 0 38853 lt5015 0 0 0 0 BANK TELLERS 
1948 2197 'ol76 5723 59/o 681 30BO 3922 237 249 !IILLING CLERI<S 
10981 1ZOH 67E27 74B03 22887 23931 55336 61B'o8 9063 9t55 8 OOKKEE PEAS 
233B 2314 32719 9431B 2599 21>31 1'o294 15817 1711 1810 CASHIERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 19'o 2'o6 D 0 CLERICAL ASSIST, SCC ~ELFARE 
2200 2303 1627 1861 2529 2917 3643 It litO 6527 7037 CLERICAL SLPER~ISORS, ~~ C 
697 703 1598 1HZ 3699 lt379 Z70B 3140 129 144 COLLECTCRS, BILL AND ACCCUNT 
1433 1527 1C656 127H 326 377 16060 1B322 366 41t1 COUNTER CLERKS, E~C FOCO 
3190 3'1!6 1753 2C76 B6 99 11t'o4 1793 916 1022 DISPATCHER, STARTER, VEHICLE 
92 83 274 346 453 4it0 2202 2353 3362 3279 ENUMERATORS A~O INTERVI~WERS 
H29 5846 l>'i46 BllZ 907B 10'o90 1122 8700 lt557 4B99 ESTIHATGRS, ~~~ESTIGATGRS, NEC 
1707 1726 ZC62 2352 522 571 1342 1617 2B05 3059 EXPEDITCRS, PRCO CONTROLLERS 
J63'o 3908 6538 712it 8840 9320 1it076 15606 6266 6765 FILE CLERKS 
31 35 10 lit 13809 15759 6B5 755 Bit B7 INSURANCE ADJUST, EXAM 
35 31 112 114 127 141 187B5 Zll67 178 11tl LIBRARY ATTENOA~TS, ASSISTANT 
' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 27658 Z8273 ~AIL CAR~IE~S, PCST OFFICE 
1428 1510 2566 2972 251B 28itB 465it 5571 1221 1328 MAIL HA~OLER, E,C POST OFFICE 
477 455 527 530 B96 B3it 2275 2397 273 285 MESSENGERS AND CfFICE BOYS 
2856 2932 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 METER qEAOERS, ~TILITIES 
2380 2651 ZC85 Z39'o 800 831 3181 35'o6 201'o 2331 PAYROLL, TIME ~EEPihG CLER~S 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31t1H 34366 POSTAL CLERKS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 PROOFREADERS 
32 37 11 8 2986 3626 132 153 1613 172B REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS 
1019 1014 3CJB1 lt33B 2602 2916 38056 44203 19Zit ZCCJ4 RECEPTIC~t STS 
itB58 ~569 1CJ762 21234 192 203 2156 Z2it6 1396 llt16 SHIPPI~G, RECEI~I~G CLERKS 
6577 67H 3159 35BO 5370 5682 6455 7483 5645 6235 STATISTICAL CLERKS 
3117 2'iij8 2226B 25563 75'o B9Z 7020 B296 5531 5521 STOCK CLERKS, STORE KEEPERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 25203 29904 153 182 TEACHEqS AIUES, EXC HGNITORS 
387 357 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 TELEGRAPH ~ESSE~GEAS 
649 t:35 17 24 4 3 66 B4 0 0 TELEGRAPH CPERATORS 
30975 31949 lt025 4099 2152 20it8 1301t7 13759 1909 ZC48 TELEPHO~E OPERATORS 
12741 1'o337 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 TICKET STATION, EXPRESS AGENTS 
207 213 514 541 0 0 132 156 63 65 WEIGHERS 
11255 13121 11t510 17796 12454 15626 22777 2B815 7728 9609 ~ISC CLERICAL IICRI<ERS, NEC 
12 5731 135527 11t91t27 163807 6100 6686 llt3B80 155281 it36B4 lo6319 CRAFTSMEN, FCREME~, I<INORED 
12250 12914 elt75 B993 Z5it6 291t6 21270 Zl303 10125 10t:'o5 CONSTRUCTION CRAFTSMEN 
1~>n 1H7 21tl2 2519 7'o2 873 6718 7111 1B84 2022 CARPENTERS 
38 ltZ 61 51 25 32 75 BO 30 25 BRICKHASOhS AhO STG~EMASONS 
812 762 ~30 599 68 71 229 281 262 250 BULLDOZER OPERATORS 
35 31 21 27 6 9 226 302 71 103 CEME~T AND CGNCRETE FINISHERS 
5091 5356 1200 1338 156 181 'olB 3 4'o96 3606 3728 ELECTRICIANS 
1136 1111 113 182 67 75 645 768 574 615 E XCA ~A Tl NG, GRADING, MACH OP 
0 0 lt75 433 13 16 6 B 0 0 FLOOR LAYERS, BC TILE SETTERS 
1013 1000 1651 1825 1208 1356 6056 6956 2111 20B8 PAihTERS, CO~SlRUCTION, ~AINT 
0 0 5 it 0 0 7 5 0 0 PAPERHAt.GERS 
,. 2 46 it'o 0 0 193 239 29 45 PLASTERERS 
2416 2722 1251 llt05 239 305 2753 ZB64 1557 1770 PLUMBERS AND PIPEFITTEAS 
0 0 'tO 32 13 19 6 6 0 c ROOFER AND SLATERS 
Bit B1 94 9B 8 7 12B 137 0 0 STRUCTLRAL ~ETAL CRAFT 
0 0 517 it36 0 0 43 50 0 0 TILE SETTERS 
17676 18640 25797 28067 1605 1597 10141 10713 5886 61:54 FOREI'EN, NEC 
3007 2939 33B7 3752 D 0 3836 40 .. 3 291t5 2898 MEUlloOR~ING CRAFTSMEN EXC HECH 
" 
'o4 10 10 D 0 567 576 25 31 8LACKS~IlHS 
226 191 89 89 0 0 193 213 55 'o4 801LER~AKERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 zz 25 D 0 HEAT T~EATERS, ANNEALERS, ETC 
35 31 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 FORGEMEN AND HA~MERMEN 
3 3 0 0 0 0 15 18 0 0 JOB AND 01 E SETTERS, METAL 
1789 1142 2102 2387 0 0 2110 221t4 1220 1206 MACHINISTS 
121 1it9 172 182 0 0 61 57 13 11 HILLIIRIGHTS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 MOLDERS, liE TAL 
0 0 7B 71 0 0 115 127 268 340 PATTERN AND HODEL ~A~ERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ROLLERS AND FI~ISHERS, METAL 
745 722 694 724 0 0 lt84 512 136it 1267 SHEET METAL ~ORKERS, TINSMITHS 
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TABLE 3 - OETA !LED OCCI.PATIONAL EMPLOYMENT, CURRENT AND ANTICIPATED BY INDUSTRY DIVISION FOR THE STATE OF CALIFOR~IA 
AGRICULTURE, 
OCCUP.t.riOIIAL CAl'II:GOKr TOTAL FORESTRY 
ALL INDUSTRIES FISHERIES MINING CONSTRLCTION MANUF At TURING 
LINE 
UMBER 1975 1980 1975 1980 1975 1910 1915 1980 1975 1980 
67 TJOLo I)IE'IAKERS 17691t 19153 0 0 13 14 c 0 17133 18536 
69 MECHA"'ICS 1 REPI\IRMN 1 INSTALLRS 285578 315892 3910 lt877 2195 2381t 9509 10855 61142 68719 70 AIR c mm, t-EATING, REFIIIG 11536 1'tl25 10 9 0 0 30e3 3179 1681 2054 71 AIRCRAFTS 30129 31t192 368 51t3 8 10 0 0 9279 10091t 
72 AUTO ACCESSOP IES INSTALR 1112 1111 0 0 8 11 0 0 18 18 
73 AUTO BODY REPAIRMEN 10511 ' 10746 0 0 0 0 6 6 131 135 74 AUTO MECHANICS 95260 9091t7 ltltB 401t lt09 lt08 661 658 4952 lt921 76 DATA PROCESSING MACH REPAIRME N 6465 8215 0 0 7 9 0 c 2609 3366 
77 FARM IMPLEMENT 2697 3098 59ft 735 0 0 0 0 61t 82 78 HEAVY EQUIP IOECH, I'ICL OIESF.L 651J02 73277 2323 2961 1529 170ft lt328 4738 33014 37622 79 HOUSEHOLD APPLIA"lCE MECHA"'ICS 16243 18351 0 0 0 0 888 1052 11t3B 1671 81 OFFICE MACHINE REPAIRMEN 61t19 7358 0 0 0 0 0 0 665 81t5 82. RADIO, TELEVISI~III REPAIRME~ 19803 21134 11 12 19 20 157 155 2110 2233 83 RAILIIOAO, CAR SHOP REPAIR'IEN 4235 4332 0 0 12 16 0 0 11 101 85 OTHEfl MECHANICS AND REPAIRI'E I'I 26168 29006 157 213 2D3 207 386 lt66 5102 5577 
86 PRINTING TRADE CRAFTSMEN 36283 3864ft 0 0 15 15 101 1C6 32028 34027 87 BOOKIIINDERS 2833 3061t 0 0 0 D 0 0 251t3 2765 88 CJMPOSITORS AND TYPESETTERS 12962 13221 0 0 0 0 33 33 11601 11777 89 ELECTROTYPERS, STEREOTYPERS 666 655 0 0 0 0 0 0 666 655 90 E"lGRAVERS EXC PHOTOENGRAVERS 759 821 0 0 0 0 19 21 567 615 91 PI-ll TO ENGRAVERS, L ITI1DGRAPHEA S 3681 it185 D 0 0 0 0 0 31t93 3997 
92. PRESSMEN A'IO PLU e- PRTNTER·s·------153'82·- ·tt698----o-----D----1-5-----u ----lt9---52--13158 14218 
95 TRANSPORTATION, PUB I.TIL CRAFT 50565 5it642 15 18 38 41 1093 12Cft 2671 2980 96 ELECTRIC POWP LINEMEN, CAB LEMEN 7931 8553 D D 16 13 608 654 33 32 
97 LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS 3271 3402 0 0 0 0 0 0 117 99 
98 LOCOMOTIVE FIREMEN 333 309 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 34 
99 PO~ F.R STATION nPERATORS 12Dit 1219 0 0 0 0 8 8 82 82 
00 TEL EPHOi~E INS HLLR S, REPA IR14EN 32019 35131 15 lB 22 28 -HD lt65 2383 2663 
01 TELEPHONE LINEMEN, SPLICERS 5807 6022 0 0 0 0 n 17 58 69 
02. OTHER CRAFT SMN, KIN DR EO WRKRS 137549 llt71Bit 936 1293 1375 1337 1DC60 llO'llt 450H 47837 
03 BAK EP S 13151 13617 0 0 0 0 0 0 4770 •H18 
~4 CABINETfo1AKERS 9506 9910 0 0 0 0 354 356 6292 6802 
-05 CARPFT INSTALLE~S 6052 6695 0 0 0 0 3llt8 3592 139 168 
:06 CRAtlEMEN, ~ERRICK~EN , HOIST~EN 101t63 11368 222 331 333 372 1683 1175 5495 6001 
1() 7 OECORATJRS, ~INDOW DRESSERS 91t<H 1D371 114 153 0 0 Zit 31 155 192 
108 DENTAL LAaJRATQR~ TECH 6069 6936 0 0 0 0 D 0 380 475 
109 FURNITURE AND WOOD FINISH 231t5 Zit 53 0 D 0 0 D 0 912 889 
110 FJRR I E~S 169 159 0 0 0 D c 0 62 57 
Ill GLAZIERS lt038 lt637 0 0 0 0 13C8 1587 lt23 olo93 
112. INSPECTORS, LOG AND LUMBER 2657 2971 63 67 0 0 0 0 232ft 2691 
113 I~SPECTORS, ~ThEA 11388 12188 239 278 121 135 1803 1907 1173 1356 
114 JEWELERS AND lolATC~MAKERS 3880 lt033 0 0 0 0 0 0 717 860 
115 MlllfRS, G~UN, FLOUR, FEED 34't 37ft 0 0 0 0 0 0 3't't 374 
116 MOTION PICTURE PROJECTIONISTS 2699 2787 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 
117 OPTICIANS, LENS GAINOR, POLISHR 4137 5015 0 0 0 c 0 0 1636 1953 
118 PIANO, ORGA~ TUNERS, REPAIR'IEN 768 789 0 0 0 0 0 0 4D 47 
119 SHIPFITTHS llt6l 16311 0 0 0 0 0 0 1367 1545 
12.0 SHOE REPAIRME"l 2891 2681 0 0 0 0 0 c 38't 301 
12.1 SIGN PAINTERS 4ND LETTERERS 2551 2730 1 1 0 0 42 46 224 187 
32.2. STATIONARY ENGI~EE~S 15266 15635 237 378 870 780 373 311 lt087 3Bit9 
32.3 STONE CUTTERS, STONE CAP.VERS 439 457 0 0 6, 5 21 22 31t7 366 
32.4 T AILO~S 7537 8027 0 0 0 0 0 0 3895 4232 
32.5 UPHOLSTERERS 10165 10790 0 0 0 0 0 0 4733 4929 
32.6 CRAFTSMEN, KINDRED IIORKPS, NEC 10132 10918 54 79 ,_, lt4 l301t 1466 5114 5351 
32.9 OPERATIVES 10~8830 1193131 13205 15995 12141 12117 29575 31569 608203 661831 
330 OPERAT I YES, EXC TRANSPO~T 81)9481 877797 7077 9011 9348 9112 1~766 22093 551910 601500 
331 SEMISKILLED MET4LWORKING 109't87 121962 1293 1833 887 no 5153 5690 88757 99357 
332. DRILL PRESS OPERATI~ES 5826 6385 D 0 D 0 35 ItO 5698 621t7 
333 FURNACEME~, SMELTERMENo P~I.RERS 3454 3797 0 0 0 0 a 0 31tl9 3760 
334 GRINDING ~ACHINE OPERATIVES 10132 11561 0 0 36 39 28 ItO 9267 10633 
335 HEATI::RS, "'ET4L 2't6 248 0 0 D 0 0 0 246 Zlt8 
336 LATHE, MILLI~G MACH OPERATIVe S 14183 15598 4 
" 
53 53 217 Zlt9 13307 llt613 
337 METAL PLATERS 5244 592ft 0 0 0 0 0 0 4873 5507 
338 OTHER PRECISION MACH OPR 521t3 6123 0 0 0 0 lt3 51 5068 5933 
339 PU~CH STA4PING PRESS OPR 10673 11812 20 22 0 D 0 0 1DitD6 11536 
340 SOLDERERS lt436 olo281 0 0 0 0 16 18 lt230 41Dit 
341 fiELDERS A~O FL4ME CUTTERS 50050 56233 1268 1807 799 878 lt814 52~1 3221tlt 36711t 
342. SEMIS~ILLEJ TE~TILE 4322 4678 0 0 0 0 D 0 't322 't678 
347 OTHER TEXTILE OP~RATIVES lt322 lt678 o• 0 0 0 0 0 4322 4678 
348 SFMIS~ILLEO PACKING, IN SPEC TNG 131289 11t41t70 3237 lt286 61t 
" 
0 0 99601 1D951t8 
349 CHECKERS, EXAMINERS, ETC, MFG 56069 6llt98 0 0 0 0 0 0 56069 611t98 
350 G~ADERS ANO S~RTERS, MF> 5637 6256 0 0 0 0 0 a 5637 6256 
351 HEAT WRAPPERS, RETAIL TRAOE 3925 lt414 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
352. PACKER, WRAPPER, EX MEAT, PRCOUC 57717 63549 3067 4110 61t 59 0 0 37896 4l191t 
353 PROD GRDR, PACKER, EXC FACT, FAR 7942 875ft 170 176 0 D 0 0 0 0 
354 OTHER OPERATIVES, EXC TRANSP !)RT 564382 606686 251t8 2892 8396 81~2 11tt13 161t03 359229 387917 
355 ASBESTOS, INSULATION WJ RKERS 1871t 2D77 0 D 0 0 1339 llt86 398 ltltZ 
356 ASSEMBLERS 109804 118506 18 17 ItO lit 3'lD 450 103659 112436 
J57 BLASTE~S AND PO~DER~EN 255 266 0 0 92 98 98 100 47 lt7 
358 BOTTLING, CAN"liNG OPERATIVES 10313 10989 5 6 0 0 0 0 9110 10)15 
359 CHAINMEN, ROO"'EN, AXfo1EN SURVEYNG 811 908 0 0 19 21 158 16olo 30 39 
360 CLOTHING IRONERS ANO PR ESSERS 14508 13708 0 0 0 0 0 0 3869 3866 
361 CUTTING OPERATIVES, NEC 1391tl 15585 31t 39 26 26 158 190 11718 13109 
362. DRESSMAKER, SEAMSTRESS, EXC FACT 12138 13785 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
363 OI(ILL ERS, EARTH 3026 3170 38 59 1129 1122 1102 1166 710 771 
364 DRY WALL INSTALLERS, LATHFRS 8428 9811 0 0 0 D 8262 'i633 D 0 
34 
T RANSPJRTAT ION, FINANCE, 
COMIIIUN [CAT ION So INSURANCE, PUBUC 
•No UTlLlTIES TRADE AND REAl ESTATE SERVICES AD 'I IN ISTRA TJON OCCUPATIO~Al CATEGORY 
1975 1980 1'i75 1980 1975 198D 1975 1980 1975 1980 
ltZ 51 236 ZBZ 0 0 270 270 0 0 TOOL, OIEII.KERS 
37010 UZltl 75390 83832 89lt 1023 7H27 807lt3 21101 22218 MECHANICS, REPAIRMN, INSTALLRS 
8B5 110lt 219B 2721 151 209 26-\9 3090 879 1158 AIR CC~O, HEATI~Go REFRIG 
1291lt 1567B lt5B loBO 0 0 381 376 6720 7a11 AIRCRAFT$ 
0 0 326 358 0 0 759 125 0 0 AUTO ACCESSORIES INSTALR 
116 109 3ElB 37lt9 0 0 6Slt6 6662 9lt Bit AUTO BCD~ REPAIRMEN 
7lt5B 7B50 3736B 411ltlt 52 lt9 30362 31960 3551 3553 AUTO MECHANICS 
B1 97 113lt 13B6 62 90 Zlt70 3131t 102 13lt aATA PROCESSING IIACH REPAIRMEN 
1B 17 1375 150B 0 0 6-\5 756 0 0 FARM II'PlEMENT 
3072 3297 9133 1a006 29lt 30B 7lt8B 8lt61 3822 ltl79 HEAVY E'UIP ~ECH, INCl DIESEL 
47la 5105 lt5ltl 5261 52 57 ltlt22 501lt 190 190 HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE MECHANICS 
llB 150 3C68 3531 229 251 2197 ZltOZ llt3 179 OFFICE !lACHINE REPAIRIIIEN 
1410 1535 ltlllt9 521o'il a 0 8211 8737 30)5 H'Jio RADIO, TELE~ISICN REPAIRMEN 
lt083 lt136 19 21 0 0 36 46 8 11 RAILROAD, CAR SHOP REPA[qMEN 
21lt5 2162 7302 8ltl6 55 58 8261 9380 2558 2525 OTHER I'ECHANICS AND REPAIR MEN 
219 236 'llt8 103lt 333 353 1912 2031 728 BltZ PRINTING TRADE CRAFTSMEN 
0 a ZB 26 B 10 213 218 ItO lt5 BOOKBINDERS 
119 124 294 312 137 136 603 631 174 201 COMPCSITCRS AND TYPESETTERS 
0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 ELECTROTYPERS, STEREOTYPERS 
0 a 165 179 0 0 8 7 0 a ENGRA~ERS EXC PHOTCENGRAVERS 
0 a lt6 52 0 0 116 113 26 22 PHOTOE~GRA~ERSo LITHOGRAPHERS 
10a 111 ltllt lo63 1BB 208 971 1057 4B7 573 PRESSMEN A~D PLATE PRINTERS 
44511 lt7652 B21 'ilt1 10 13 879 1113 527 U9 TRANSPORTATION, PUB UT!l CRAFT 
7085 764a 36 lt1 0 a 27 31 126 1lt3 ELECTRIC PCwR LINEMEN, CABLEMEN 
:U84 3303 0 a a 0 a 0 a 0 lOCOMOll 'IE ENG! ~EERS 
304 275 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lOCOMCTI'IE FIRE~E~ 
1087 1a91t 17 22 0 0 0 0 9 13 POWER STATION OPERATORS 
27293 29623 139 Blt2 10 l3 768 1033 319 It 52 TELEPHC~E INSTALLRS, REPAIRMEN 
5557 5718 29 36 0 0 Bit 110 12 11 TELEPHCNE liNEI'ENo SPLICERS 
11058 11905 34608 31188 112 755 :uu5 332llt 2312 2503 OTHER CRAFTSMN, ,!NORED WRKRS 
54 f:4 6755 7233 0 0 1525 1551o lt1 47 BAKERS 
27 35 2232 214B 7 9 535 50'1 60 51 CABINETIIAICERS 
a 0 2639 2779 23 Zit 103 131 0 a CARPET INSTAllERS 
10it9 1075 B03 B18 5 5 lt19 ltltlt 454 5lt7 CRA NEME 1\, DE RR I CKME~, HOIST HEN 
19 18 7179 867lt 0 0 1350 1308 0 0 DECORATORS, ~INDOh DRESSERS 
0 a lt7 lt2 0 0 561t1 6419 0 0 DENTAl lABORATORY TECH 
19 19 591 636 0 0 823 90B 0 0 FURNITURE AND ~OOD FINISH 
0 0 e2 B3 0 0 25 19 0 0 FURRIERS 
16 19 1816 2059 19 23 lt57 lt57 0 0 GLAZIERS 
9 9 230 ua 0 0 30 23 0 0 INSPECTORS, LOG AND lUMBER 
lt2 55 lt405 B26 BB7 28lt 2B9 2687 2931 0 0 INSPECTORS, OTHER 
0 0 2150 2Za5 0 0 1013 968 0 0 JEWELERS AND hATCHMAICERS 
a a a a a a a a a 0 I'ILLERS, GRAIN, FLOUR, FEED 
0 0 a a 0 a 2692 2779 1 8 I'OTICN PICTURE PRGJECTIO~ISTS 0 0 18a6 2164 a a 695 897 0 0 OPTICIA~S, LENS GRINDRo POLISHR 0 a 1C8 112 0 0 619 631 0 0 PlANt, CAGAN TLNERSo REPAIRMEh 
5 4 a 0 0 0 0 0 89 B7 SHI PF I TTEqS 
a a 190 174 a 0 2317 zza6 a 0 SHOE RE PAl AliEN 
a 0 239 269 a 0 1996 2187 4lt 3lt SIGN PAl NTER S A~ LETTERERS 
lt52B 5159 7B5 B42 374 lt04 3009 2955 1003 957 STATIONAR~ ENGI~EERS 0 0 65 64 a a 0 0 0 a STONE CL TTERS, STCNE CARVERS 0 0 2l5lt 2999 0 0 862 766 26 30 TAILORS 84 86 1E56 1921 0 0 3429 3795 6ft 6a UPHOLSTERERS 
993 1012 857 898 0 0 1189 13B7 578 682 CRAFTSI'EN, KINDRED hORKRS, NEt 
12a304 133005 2ato723 221909 11t65 1632 95591t 99888 13619 15184 OPERATIVES 
13312 13310 l28io23 1H125 589 613 11774 75196 12B1 7659 OPERATIVES, EXC HAf<SPCRT 
2931o 3C89 3453 3176 Zit 30 5759 5936 1227 1283 SEMISKILLED METALhORKI~G 
0 0 78 11 0 0 16 20 0 0 DRill PRESS CPERATIVES 
3 3 24 26 0 0 8 9 0 a FURNACEME~o SMELTERMEN, POURERS 32 27 1az 112 0 0 667 709 0 0 GRINDI~G MACHihE OPERATIVES 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 HEATERS, ME TAL 
111 1a2 338 359 0 0 75 90 78 67 lATHE, I'ILLUG I'ACH CPERATIVES 
57 54 Bit 'ilt 0 0 38 33 193 236 METAL PLATERS 
23 21 73 76 0 0 27 31 9 10 OTHER PRECISIC~ MACH OPR 
Z~t 22 16CJ 175 0 0 53 57 0 0 PUNCH STAHPING PRESS OPR 
12 11 135 112 0 0 'tit 36 0 a SOLDERERS 
2613 2849 2449 Z11tlo Zit 30 lt832 lt951 91t7 HO WELDERS AND FLA~E CUTTERS 
0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 SEMISKILLED TEXTILE 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 OTHER tEXTilE OPERATIVES 
1030 1141 24231 2t370 0 0 U78 1628 15lt8 1438 SEMI SKILLED PACICihG, INSPECTNG 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CHECKERS, EXAIU~ERS, ETC, MFG 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a GRADERS AND SORTERS, MFG 
a 0 3925 lo4l't 0 0 0 0 0 0 MEAT WRAPPERS, RETAil TRADE 987 1097 12576 13422 0 0 1578 1628 1548 1438 PACKER, loRAPPER, EX MEATo PRODUC 
ltZ lt4 7730 E531t 0 0 0 0 0 0 PROD GRDR, PACKER, EXt FACTo FAR 
931t9 9139 1CC139 1C8978 565 643 6it438 67633 4505 lt939 OTHER OPERATI ~ES, EXC TRA~SPORT 
34 29 82 
"" 
0 0 22 27 0 0 ASBESTOS, INSULATION WCRIC~RS 
231 21tiJ io348 ltlt24 0 0 1067 826 51 10 ASSEMBLERS 
0 0 9 10 0 0 9 11 0 a BLASTERS AND PCioDERMEN 
12 11 586 657 0 0 0 0 0 0 BOTTLUG, CA~NIPC; OPERATIVES 
ItS lt8 3 1 0 0 40lt 467 11t8 169 CHAINI'ENo ROOI'E~, AXME~ SURVEYNG 
0 0 357 .362 0 0 10239 9ltlt0 lo3 ItO ClOTHihG IRCNERS AND PRESSERS 
11 14 1785 1960 0 0 lOZ 21t7 0 0 C~TTING OPERATI~ESo f<EC 
9 7 Sit Zit 5572 0 0 7242 8144 63 62 ORESSMAICER, SEA~STRESSo EXC FACT 
15 15 18 za 0 0 14 11 0 0 DRillERS, EARTH 
0 0 12 11 0 0 153 167 0 a DRY wALL lhSTAL LERS, LATHERS 
35 
TABLE 3 - DETAILE!l OCCUPATIOIIIAL EMPLOVMEIH, CURRENT AhO AIIITIJ;IPATED BY IIIIDUSTRV DIVISION FOR THE STATE OF CALIFORhiA 
AGRICULTURE, 
OCCUPATIONAL CAT&;ORY TOTAL 
All INDUSTRIES 
FOREST RV 

























F IL FR, POL I SHER, SANDER, BUFFER 
GARAGE WOFtKERS, GAS STAT ATTEIII 
LAUNDRY, ORV CLEAN OP, NEC 
MEAT CUTTERS, '3UTCHERS, EXC MFG 
'I EAT CUTTERS, BUTCHERS 
MIll EN ERS 
•HN E OPER IH IVES, NEC 
I'IIXING OPERATIVES 
OILER S, GiHASERS, EXC AUTO 
PAINTERS, I'IFG ARTICLES 
PHOTOGRAP H IC P .~IJCESS WORKERS 
~ IVETER~ AND fASTENERS 
SAILORS A~ O OECK~AIIID S 
SAWYERS 
SEWERS AN D ST lTC hERS 
SHOEMAKING MACHINE CPR 
STATI ONARY FI'IEMEN 
WI NUII'.G OPERATIVES, -~EC 
~ISC MACH OPERATIVES 







































































































































































































186 TRANSP ORT _ EQU I P'1 EN L OP_Efi.,U .L VE .S ____ 2.89..3!t.9 __ 3.1.533!t __ 6.l2 8 ___ 6.9.8!t __ 2.7.93 ___ 2.9_46 ___ 9.8 09 ___ 9!t.U __ 562 92 
187 BOAT .. EN A'lf D CANALMEN 343 365 61 63 5 5 1 8 22 
188 BUS OR !V E ~S 21833 26161 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 
189 CONDUCTOR S , MOTORMEN, URBAN RAIL 392 457 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 
190 OR IV ERV AND R lU TEI'IEN 83 764 92205 221t7 3091 237 269 803 896 17751 
191 fORK LIFT, TOW MOTOR OP~ 28026 30894 379 lt30 135 140 lt27 it89 17433 
192 MOTORMEN, '(I N~, FACT, LOGGING 121t 140 0 0 26 25 19 25 66 
193 PARKING ATTENCANTS 5978 6580 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
194 RAILROAD BRAKE'IEN 2229 2265 0 0 0 0 0 0 62 
195 F.AILRUAO SWITCHMEN lt153 lt236 0 0 0 0 0 0 156 
196 TAXICAB DRIVE'IS, CHAUFFEURS 10268 11389 1 5 6 7 37 37 363 
197 TRUCI< DRIVERS 132241 llt0643 Jlt35 3395 2383 2500 8516 8021 20375 
198 SERVICE liORKERS 
199 CLEANING SERVICE WRKRS 
100 CHAMIIERMAIO, MAIO, EXC PRIV 
101 CLEA''IERS AND CHARWO'IEN 
102 JAI'oiTO'IS A~O SEXTONS 
103 FOOD SERVICE WRKRS 
104 BART Ef'< DER S 
105 BIJ S BOYS 
106 COOKS, EXC PRIVATE 
107 OISHioiASHHS 
108 FOOD COUNTER, FOLNTAIN WORKERS 
109 WAITERS 
+10 FOOD WORKERS, "lEC, EXC Pill VATE 
+11 HEALTH SEPV ICE WRKRS 
+12 DENTAL ASSISTA'lTS 
+13 HEALTH Al OES, EXCEPT NURSING 
<14 HEALTH TRAINEES 
+16 NURSES A l olES, OII DERLIES 
+17 PRACTICAL NURSES 
+18 PERSONAL SERVICE WRKRS 
+19 AIRLINE STEWARDESSES 
+20 ATTEN, RECREATION, AMUSEMENT 
+21 ATTEIII, PEqSON AL SERVICE, NEC 
+22 BAGGAGE PORTERS AND BELLH'lPS 
+23 BARBERS 
+24 BOARDING, LODGING I'O USEKEEPERS 
+25 BOOTBLACKS 
426 CHILD CARE WORKERS, EJCC PRIIIATE 
427 ELEVATOR JPERATORS 
428 HAIRORESSE;l.S, COSMETOLOGISlS 
429 HOUSI:KEEPERS, EXC PRIVATE 
431 SCHCDL MON ITORS 
432 USHERS, ~ECREATION, AMUSEMENT 
433 WELFARE SERVICE AlOES 
434 PROTECT lYE SERVICE WRKRS 
435 CROSS lNG GUARD, !IRIDGETENOERS 
436 fiREMEN, FIRE PROTECTIO"' 
437 GUARDS ANil WATCHMEN 
438 MARSHALS A"'O CONSTABLES 
439 POL ICEMEN AND DETECTIVES 
440 SHERIFFS AND BAILIFFS 
441 PRIVATE HD SEt-OLD WROC:RS 
442 CrHLO CARE WORKERS 
443 C\IOKSt PPIVATE 
444 HOUSEKEEPERS, PRIVATE 
445 lAUNDRESSES, P~ I VATE 
446 MAIDS, SI:'!.YANTS, PRIVATE 
447 LABORERS, EXCEPT FAR"! 
448 ANIMAL CAHTAKERS, EXC FARM 
449 CARPENTERS, kELPERS 
450 CONSTR LABR, EXC CARPENTER HELP 
451 F ISHI:RHEN AND OYSTERMEN 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TRANSPORT AT ION, FINANCE, 
COMMUNICAT 10:\IS, INSURANCE, PUBLIC 
AND UTILITIES TRADE AND REAL ESTATE S ERVJCES ADM IN !STRATI ON OCCUPATIO~AL CATEGCRV 
l'J75 19BO l'i75 l'iBO 1975 1980 1975 1980 1975 l'iBO 
0 0 88 93 0 0 6 8 0 0 OVERS 
4 z 5C4 5Z3 0 0 349 395 0 0 FILER, POLISHER, SANDER, BUFFER 
365 311 44691 49676 5 4 ZZ81 Z618 3Z8 3ZB GARAGE loCRKERS, GAS STAT ATTEN 
0 0 144 163 11 11 16100 16103 70 60 LAUNORVo DRV CLEAN OP, NEC 
47 46 23503 24HZ 0 0 160 111 Z53 330 MEAT CLTTERS, BlTCHERS, EXC MFG 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 MEAT CLTTERS, BI.TCHERS 
0 0 134 130 0 0 0 0 0 0 MlllENERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 MINE OPERATI~ES, NEC 
0 0 HZ H1 0 0 37 43 0 0 MIXING CPERATI~ES 
410 364 zza 244 0 0 Sit 76 10 10 OILERS, GREASERS, EXC AUTO 
11 12 1479 1701 ... 3 2540 Z732 0 0 PAINTERS, MFG ARTIClES 
141 155 373 410 31 Z7 90llt 9984 Z53 303 PHOTCGRAPHIC PRCC.ESS WCRKERS 
21 zo 6Z 68 0 0 18 Z4 0 ~ Rl VETERS AfiD FASTENERS 
2488 2301t 14 lit 0 0 276 34Z 99 85 SAILORS AND OEC.I<HANDS 
15 lB 616 606 11 Z6 1Z 19 0 0 SAioVERS 
5 5 12ZO 1311 0 0 Z075 Zl95 0 0 SEWERS AfiO STITCHERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SHOE~AKJNG MACHINE OPR 
Z55 238 193 186 10 10 818 B36 1037 120B STATICIIAAV FIRE~f.~ 
40 41 13B llt9 0 0 290 319 0 0 loiNDING CPERATI~ESt NEC 
630 655 HZZ BZ55 Z65 Z97 1879 ZlZ4 759 @44 ~ISC ~ACH CPERATI~ES 
4552 453Z 68BZ 75Z8 zzz Z66 9lltB 10Z97 1391 14Z9 OPERA T1 ~ES, NEC 
10699Z 119635 H300 e27B4 877 959 Z3BZO Z469? 6339 75Z6 TRANSPORT E'UIP~ENT OPERATIVES 
125 115 0 0 0 0 89 lOB 34 3B ~OATMEfl AND CAfiALMEfl 
Z05B3 Z4717 39 40 B9 111 81t4 90B Z33 268 BlS OR! ~ERS 
345 399 0 0 0 0 39 49 0 0 CONnUCTORS, MUTCR~EN, UkBAN RAIL 
7545 BB31 U317 51207 Z49 ZBB B615 BB73 0 0 DELIVERY AND RClTE~EN 
207B 2186 5754 6339 0 0 557 654 126Z 13B3 FORK LIFT, TOio ~OTCR OPR 
lZ 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~OTORMEN, MIIIF, FAC.T, lOGGING 
" 
4 145 B29 199 160 5019 5575 0 0 PARKING ATTENDAIITS 
2167 2181 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 RAILROAD BRAKE~Efl 
397D 4029 Z1 3Z 0 0 D 0 0 D RAilROAD SloiTC.H~EN 
6990 7998 404 41tl 187 2ZO 1931 19Z6 343 366 TAX!c.AB OR! VERS, CHAUFFEURS 
63173 69100 23014 23B96 153 119 6725 6599 4467 5-Hl TRUCK DR! VEilS 
l91tB4 20817 3326(7 31l60Z 1Z019 1Z775 637063 6969ZB 11B90Z 136U7 SERVICE loQRKERS 
5006 4B07 i!OBOZ 24000 B716 945Z 158197 1B1501t 1360B 15076 ClEANING SERVICE WRKIIS 
63 50 H4 514 90 75 Z30Z7 26947 zo 16 CHAMBER~AIOo MAID, EXC PRIV 
49B 4Z9 3Z94 3557 1333 1376 Z5413 ZB176 697 7Z5 CLEANERS AND CHARWOMEN 
+445 UZB l6'i'llt l'l'iZB 7353 B001 110357 1263Bl 1Zl'91 l4t~35 JANITORS AfiD SE)TCIIS 
2350 Z066 302560 33t341 67B 675 B7807 B125Z l6B3 151Z FOOD SERVICE loRKRS 
47 45 27C65 Z9B50 6 1 3450 339Z 0 0 BAR TENDERS 
16 14 17S59 1B955 B B ltl54 4138 0 0 lllSBOVS 
918 820 7916B 'iC526 246 Z4B Z6652 Z50ZZ lOBB 981 COOKS, f)C PRIVATE 
80 76 17030 18910 37 34 7558 8l6B lOZ 9Z DISHioASHEIIS 
B9 B3 13610 13712 3Z 30 60ZO 5831 55 49 FOCO CCI.fiTER, FCI.fiTAIN WCRKERS 
687 574 13'tH6 1'194-47 ZlZ 218 16896 15965 72 78 IIAI TER S 
513 454 1331Z l4B8l 137 130 23077 Z4137 366 HZ FOOD loCRKERSt fiECo EXC. PRIVo\TE 
3B 43 264 310 11 15 151t!i9B 1B0755 736 791 HEALTH SERVICE loRKRS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ZlZ27 Z5013 76 65 DENTAL ASSISTAIITS 
Z1 22 226 264 0 0 Z004Z Z55Z4 130 143 HEALTH AIDES, EXCEPT NURSING 
0 0 0 0 0 0 681t 487 0 0 HEAlTH TRAINEES 
16 Z1 3B 47 0 0 8Z27B 93Z19 393 457 NURSES AIDES, I:~DERLIE S 
0 0 0 0 11 15 3036B 3651Z 137 lZ6 PRACTICAl NI.RSES 
lOU9 12317 079 EZ90 860 171 1Z041Z 131875 Z395 ZEitZ PERSONAL SERVICE ~RKRS 
85H 10610 1Z 15 0 0 1Z 14 0 0 AIRLINE STEWARDESSES 
106 107 276 337 43 3B 10493 11755 14Z3 1606 ATTEfl, RECREATICNo AMUSEMENT 
39!> 373 961 lOitl Z86 ZBO 4607 4834 183 150 ATTEN, PERSONAl SERVIC.E, NEC 
589 453 0 0 0 0 1173 17Z5 10 lit BAGGAGE PORTERS AND BEllHOPS 
39 40 110 105 0 0 9941 10016 19 24 BARBERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 131Z 951 0 0 BOARDII\G, LODGihG HOUSEKEEPERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 285 Z4Z 0 0 BOOTBLACKS 
19 18 17 87 0 0 195Z3 22266 115 12B CHILD C.A~E IICRKERS, ElCC PRIVATE 
66 59 175 145 Z95 237 443 365 145 141 ELEVATCR OPERATCRS 
ltB 65 28Z5 H32 0 0 lt541tZ 49574 lZ zo HAIRDRESSE~S, CCSMETCLOGISTS 
694 593 1941t ZZZB Z36 218 9176 11637 11Z 95 HOUSEKEEPERS, EliC PRIVATE 
0 0 0 0 0 0 12104 13Z65 0 0 SCHOCl "I:NITOR S 
0 0 0 0 0 0 Z671 Z699 0 0 LSHERS, IIECREATIOfl, AMUSEMENT 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ZOZ9 Z535 315 465 ~ELFARE SERVICE AIDES 
1611 15B4 2601 Z661 1693 186Z 25146 2B776 100'>79 1161:46 PROTECTIVE SERVICE IIRKRS 
21Z ZZ4 7 7 0 0 396 475 259Z 2791 CPOSSING GUARD, BRIDGETENDERS 
65 75 0 0 0 0 Z83 3ZO 303B9 35891 FIREMEN, FlqE PROTECTION 
1139 l09Z Z368 21t76 1666 1B3Z 21193 Z50ZO B546 96Z4 GUARDS AND ~ATCH~EN 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11ZB 1295 MARSHALS AhU CCIISTABLES 
196 193 226 178 27 30 3Z73 Z962 48879 567C6 POliCE~EN ANO OETEC.TIVES 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8945 10339 SHERIFFS AhO IIAILIFFS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 90304 86764 0 0 P~ I VA TE HCl SEHOLO loRKRS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2o\88Z Z3908 0 c CHilO CARE IICRKERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2833 2179 0 0 COOKS, FA! ~ATE 
0 0 0 0 0 0 15744 15Z73 0 0 HO~SEKEEPERS, PRIVATE 
0 0 0 0 0 0 849 756 0 0 lAUPIORESSES, PRIVATE 
o· 0 0 0 0 0 't5997 44048 0 0 MAIDS, SER~A~TS, PRIVATE 
33651 34B9<; 90367 9~812 4044 4527 4715Z 53960 17201 18B50 LABORERS, E~CEPT FAR~ 
Z4 Z9 424 510 0 0 1984 Z40B 646 755 ANI~AL CARETAKERS, EXC FARM 
61 57 69 Bl 8 9 1ZB 143 51 57 CARPENTERS, HELFERS 
Z634 Z636 E55 en 83 B5 lOll 1106 664 7Z4 CONSTR lABR, ElCC CARPENTER HElP 
13 14 6B 'i4 0 0 10 1Z 0 0 FISHER~EN AND C~STERMEN 
100B5 101t11 S904 ~671 50 57 2945 3Z68 39BB lo458 FREIGHT, MATERIAl HAfiDlERS 
37 
TABLE 3 - OETA !LED OCCUPATIONAL E'IPLOVMENT, CUR PENT AND ANTI Cl PAT ED 8V INDUSTRV DIVISION FOR THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
AGRICULTURE, 
OCCUPAl'IONAL CAl'EGORY TOTAL FORESTRV 
ALL INDUSTRIES FISHERIES MINING CONSTRLCTIGN MANUFACTURING 
LIME 
lUMBER 1975 1980 1975 1980 1975 19eo 1975 1980 1975 1980 
o53 GAR8A GE COLLECTORS 6722 8070 11 l't 0 0 26 31 8 9 
o54 GAROENRS, GRQU~OKEEPR, EXC FARM 85946 9'1324 42728 50081 5 7 1496 1699 753 859 
o55 LONGSHORE"'EN A"lD STEVEDORES 6233 6101 0 0 6 8 0 0 228 288 
o56 LUMBERMEN, RAFrS~Eh, WOOOCHOPPRS 2703 2467 16 17 0 0 0 0 2599 2362 
o57 STOCK HANDL EP.S 68469 75909 34 36 4 5 129 153 ltl51t 4365 
o58 TEAMSTERS 252 233 0 0 0 0 0 0 1B4 148 
o59 VEHICLE WASHR, EQ~IP CLEANERS 14780 16117 52 54 41 41 109 124 2lt43 2315 
o60 WAR EHOUS E'1 EN, 'IEC 210B4 21764 52 47 39 46 303 314 5075 5262 
o61 OTHER LAtiORERS 17582 18727 410 412 46 49 0 0 5110 5380 
o62 FARMERS AND FARM WORKERS 257298 242405 257298 242405 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+63 FARMERS A 'I 0 FAR '1 'IANAGER S 69167 63513 69167 63513 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+64 FARMERS, ~WNERS AND TENANTS 58229 51211> 58229 51216 0 0 0 0 0 0 
465 FAPM MANAGERS 10938 12297 10938 12297 0 0 0 0 0 0 
466 FAR~ LABORERS, FARM FOREME'I 198131 178892 18B131 178892 0 0 0 0 0 0 
467 FARM FORE'1 EN 13587 13310 13587 13310 0 0 0 0 0 0 
468 FARM LA BOilERS, WAGE WRKR S 169656 160824 169656 160824 0 0 0 0 0 0 
>69 FAR~ LAtiO~ERS, UNPAID FAMILV 3848 3428 3848 3428 0 0 0 0 0 0 
>70 FARM LA80~ERS, SELF-E'IPL 1040 1330 1040 1330 0 0 0 0 0 0 
38 
TRANSPORT AT IONt FINANCE, 
COMHUNICATIONSt INSURANCE, PUBLIC 
AND UTILITIES TRADE AND REAL ESTATE SERVICES ADMIIIIISTRATION OCCUPATIO~AL CATEGCRV 
1975 1980 1H5 19BO 1975 19BO 1975 19BO 1975 19BO 
6'+50 7717 1 B 24 35 13 97 121t 159 GARBAGE CCLLECTCRS 
754 B02 1559 1912 31t52 3BB7 271B1 31225 B019 BB54 GARDENRS, GROU~DKEEPR, EXC FA~M 
5931 5723 31 40 0 0 0 0 31 't2 LONGSHOREMEN AhD S TE VEOORES 
16 12 71 75 0 0 0 0 0 0 LUMBERMEN, RAFTSMENo WCOOCHOPPRS 
702 67B 6C7'i3 67824 91 94 2180 2378 383 377 STOCK HANDLERS 
18 19 7 9 0 0 42 57 0 0 TEAMSTERS 
l'o35 13't1 H9B 3629 7 8 7180 8261 315 3'+'t VEHICLE hASHRo EQUIP CLEANERS 
1471 1561 1C710 11029 0 0 758 7-\5 2675 2760 ~AREHOUSEMEN, ~EC 
4057 3899 3664 It0 53 329 352 3660 4259 306 322 OTHER LABORERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 FARMERS AhD FARM ~ORKERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 FARMERS AND FARM ~ANAGERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 FARMERS, OkNERS AND TENANTS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 FARI' MANAGERS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 FARM LA8CRERS, FARI' FOREMEN 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 FARM FCRE'IEN 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 FARM lABORERS, ~AGE WRKRS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 FARM lABORERS t LNPAIO FAI'ILY 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 FARM LABORERS, SE LF-EMPL 

TABLE 4- JOB CPPO~TUNITIES FROM INDUSTRIAL CHANGE A~D REPLACEMENT NEEDS -STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
LINE 
NJMBER OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY 
TOTAL, ALL OCCUP4TIONS 
2 PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL, KINDRED 
3 ~NGI~EERS, TECHNICAL 
4 ENGINEERS, AER0-4STRONAUTIC 
5 ENGINEE~S, CHEMICAL 
6 ENGI"'EE~S, CIVIL 
7 E~GINEERS, ELECTRICAL 
8 ENGINEEqs, INDLSTRIAL 
9 ENGI~EEq~, ~ECHANICAL 
10 E'IGINEER S, METALLURG !CAL 
11 ENGINEERS, "INING 
12 ENGI'IEE~S, PETROLEUM 
13 ENGI~EERS, SALES 
14 ENGINEERS, OTHER 
15 LIFE AND PHYSICAL SCIENTISTS 
16 AGRICULTURAL SCIENTISTS 
17 ATMJSPHERIC, SPACE SCIENTISTS 
18 BIOLOGIC'L SCIENTISTS 
19 CHE"'ISTS 
20 GEOLJGI STS 
21 MARINE SCIENTISTS 
22 PHYSICISTS ANO ASTRONOMERS 
23 LIFE, PHYSICAL SCIENTISTS NEC 
24 H4ThEMATICAL SPECIALISTS 
25 ACTU4RIES 
26 • MATHEMATIC IA'IS 
27 STATISTICIANS 
28 E~GI~EERS, SCIENCE TECHNICIANS 
29 AGR 1, B IOLOG TECH EXC HEALTH 
30 CHE"'ICAL TECH'IICIANS 
31 DRAFTSMEN 
32 ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC TECH 
33 INDUSTRI4L ENGI'IEERING TECH 
34 MATHEMATICAL TECH 
35 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECH 
36 SURVEYORS 
37 ENGINEERING, SCIENCE TECH NEC 
38 I'EDICAL wiJRKERSt EXC TECH 
39 CHIROPP ACTORS 
40 DENTISTS 
41 DIETITIANS 
42 OP TO"'ETR I 51 S 
43 PHARMACISTS 
44 PHYSICIANS, MD OSTEOPATHS 
45 PODIATRISTS 
46 REGISTERED NURSES 
47 THERAPISTS 
48 VETERINARI4NS 
49 OTHER MEDICAL AND HEALTH 
50 l-EAL TH TECHNOL ANO TECH 
51 CLINICAL LAB TECHNOL, TECH 
52 DENTAL 1-YGIENISTS 
53 HEALTH RECORD TECHNOL, TECH 
I!/t RADIOLOGIC TECHNOL, TECH 
55 THERAPY ASS I SlANTS 
56 OTHER hEALTI- TECHNOL, TECH 
57 TECH'HCIA"'S, EXC HEALTH 
58 AIP.PLA~IE P IL~TS 
59 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS 
60 EMBALMERS 
61 FLIGHT ENGINEERS 
62 RAUIO OPERATORS 
63 T~OL PRIJGRAMERS, NUMERICAL 
64 OTHER TF.CHNICIANS EXC HEALTH 
65 COMPUTER SPECIALISTS 
66 COM>UTE~ PROGRAMERS 
67 CO"'PUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSTS 
68 OTHER CC"'PUTER SPECIALISTS 
69 SOCIAL SCIENTISTS 
70 ECONOMISTS 
71 POLITICAL SCIENTISTS 
72 PSYCHOLOGISTS 
73 SOCIOLOGISTS 
74 URSA~ AND REGIONAL PLANNERS 
75 OTHER SOCIAL SCIENTISTS 
76 TEACHERS 
77 AOUL T EDUCATION TEACHERS 
78 AGRICUL TIJRE TEAC?iERS 
79 ART, DRAMA, MI.SIC TEACHERS 
80 ATH1SPHERIC, EARTH, MARINE 
81 BIOLOGY TEACHERS 
82 BUSINESS, CCMMERCE TEACHERS 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES, 1975 TO 198C 
NET DEMAhD FRCM REPLACEMENT NEEDS TOTAL JOB AVERAGE ANNLAL JOB OPPCRTUNITY 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































• ONE HUNDRED TI"'ES THE RATI O OF THE AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB CPPORTUNIT IES TO 1975 EMPLlYMENT LEVEl, 
111 






















COAChES, Pt-.H ED TEACiiERS 
ECO~OMIC TEACHERS 
EDUCATIO~ TEACHERS 
ELE"'ENTARY SCHIJI)L TEACHERS 
E~GINEE~I~G TEACHERS 
ENGLISH TEACI-ERS 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHERS 
1-EALTH SPECIALTIES TEACHERS 
HISTORY TEACHERS 
HOME ECC'lOMICS TEACHERS 
LAW TEACHRS 
'lATH EMA TICS TEACHERS 
PHYSICS TEACI'ER S 
PRESCHOOL, KINOERGARTE!I. 
PSYCHOLOGY TEACHFRS 
SfCONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS 
SOCIOLOGY TEACHERS 
SOCIAL SCIE~CE TEACHERS ~EC 
HISC CGLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY NEC 
THEOLOGY TEACHERS 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES, 1975 TO 19BO 
NET DEIIANO FROM REPLACEMENT "'EEDS TOTAL JOB 
INDUSTRY CHA~E UUE TO LABOR FORCE JPPOPTU'liTIES 
S EPA RAT IO'IS FR0'4 TI-'ESE SOURCES 
113 1S3 Z96 
193 271t lt61 
15S 117 27~ 
lt6 12S lllt 
- 2s•n 3781t1 35248 
131t 191t 328 
453 61t4 lC'i 7 
527 600 1127 
1082 ·72!i 1B07 
96 228 324 
bit 92 156 
H6 SS 171 
lt67 359 826 
-21 1H 126 
391t 5931 6325 
450 282 732 
-lt608 15926 ll31E 
31t6 123 469 
lt21 225 tlt6 
556 371t 93C 
3307 2715 6C22 


































TRADE, l'lOLSTR IAL TEACHERS 
TEACHER_S .."""ifEC, EXC C'JLL, LNIVER 
134 51 ____ _Ill. ____ _ 

























107 WRITERS, AII.TISTS, ENTERTAIN!:II.S 
lOS ACTORS 
109 ATHLETES AND I(INOREO hCRKEkS 
110 AUTHORS 
111 CANCERS 
112 OES I GNER S 
113 EO ITOR S -NO REPOnER S 
111t MUSICIANS A'lD CO"'POSERS 
115 PAINTEP S AND SCULPTORS 
116 PHOTOGRAPHERS 
117 PUBLIC RELATIONS ME~, WRITERS 
11S RAOIO, TV ANNOU'lCERS 
119 wR !TERS, ARTISTS, E~TERTAIN NEC 
120 OTHER PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL 
121 ACC'JUNTA~TS 
122 ARCHITECTS 
123 ARCHIVISTS AND CURATORS 
121t CLEII.GY~EN 
125 RELIGIOLS, E~C CLERGYMEN 
126 FAR"' MIINAGEI'E"'T ADVISORS 
127 FORESTEII.;, CONSERVATIONISTS 




132 OPEIUTIONS, SYSTEMS RESEARCH 
133 PERSONNEL LABOR RELATIC~S 
134 RESEAII.CH wORKERS, NEC 
135 II.ECR EAT ION WOIIKERS 
136 SOCIAL WOII.KERS 
137 VOCATION-L, EO COUNSELORS 
138 I'ANAGERS, OFFICIALS, PROPRIETORS 
139 BUYEII.St SALES, LOAN "'ANAGERS 
litO BANK, Fli-NCIAL MANAGERS 
lltl CREDITME'l 
142 BUYERS, SHIPPERS, FARM PROD 
llt3 BUYERS, WHOLESALE, RETAIL 
lltlt PURCHASI~G AGENTS, BLYERS, NEt 
llt5 SALES I'ANAGER, RETAIL TRADE 
llt6 SALES "'A"'AGER, EXC RET TRADE 
llt7 AOMIHSTRHORS, PU8 1'-SPECTORS 
148 ASSESS, CONTROL, Lot PLB ADMIN 
llt9 CONSTRUCTION INSPECTGR, PUB 
150 HEALTH ADMINISTRATORS 
151 INSPECT'JRS, EXC CONSTRLCT PUB 
152 OFFICIALS, AOMINS, PLB 
153 POST"'AST~RS AND HAIL SLPER 
151t SCHOuL Aa"'lNt COLLEGE 
155 SCHOOL ADMIN, ELEMt SECC~DARY 
156 OTHER MA"'\GERS, OFFICIALS, PROPS 
157 FIJNERAL lliRECTOII.S 
15S MG~S, SUPERINTENDANTSt BLDG 
159 OFFICE '4ANAGERS, NEC 
160 OFFICRS, P IL 'lTS, PURSERS, SHIP 
161 OFFICIALS OF LODGES, UNIONS 
162 ~AILROAO CCNOLCTORS 
163 RESTAUI' A~T, CAFE, BAR MGRS 
l61t IJTHE~ ~GRS, ADMIN! STRATORS 
165 SALES ~jQRKEII.S 
166 AOVEII.TISING AGE'lTS, SALESI'EN 
167 AUCTIONEERS 
l6S OEMO~ST~'TORS 





























































































































































































































































































































TABLE 4- JOB CPPDRTLNITIES FRC~ INDUSTRIAL CHANGE AND REPLACE~ENT NEEDS- STATE Of CALIFORNIA 




















INSJRAIIICE AGE'HS 1 BRCKER~, ETC 
'IIEWSBOY S 
REAL ESTATE AGENTS, BRCKERS 
STOCK A'\10 BONO SALESH~N 
SALES REPRES, MFG 
SALES REPRES, WHOLESALE TRADE 
SALES CLERKS, RETAIL TRADE 
SALESMEN, ~ETAIL TRADE 
SALES~E~, SE~~ AND CCNSTR 
CL ER ICIIL WO'IKERS 






lBo OFFICE MACHINE OPERATORS 
187 BOO(KEEPING, diLLING nPERATORS 
188 CALCULATING ~IICHIIIIE CPERATORS 
1B9 CUMPUTtR, PERIPHE~AL EQUIP 
190 DUPLICATING ~ACHIIIIE caEqATORS 
191 KEYPUNCI- OPERATORS 
192 TABJLATI~G MACHINE OPERATO~S 
193 OTHER OFFICE MACHINE CPERATOF.S 
194 OTHER CLE'IJCAL WURKEI\S 
19; BANK TELLERS 
196 BILLING CLERKS 
197 BOO'<KEEPE'IS 
198 CASHIERS 
199 CLEI\ICAL IISSJST, SOC ~tELFARE 
ZOO CLEI\ICAL SUPERVISJRS, NEC 
201 COLLECTORS, BILL AND ACCCLNT 
ZOZ CJU'IITER CLERKS, EXC FOOD 
203 DISPATCHER, STARTER, VEHICLE 
204 ENU"lERIITOI\S A>.JO I'IITERVIEitE'IS 
205 ESTIMATORS, INVESTIGATCRS, NEC 
206 EXPEDITORS, PROD CONTROLLERS 
207 FILE CL~RKS 
208 INSURANCE ADJUST, EUH 
209 LIBRARY ATTENDANTS, ASSISTANT 
210 HAIL CARI\IERS, POST ~FFICE 
211 ~AIL HANDLER, EXC POST OFFICE 
212 MESSENGERS AND OFFICE BO~S 
213 METER READERS, UTILITIES 
214 PAYR~LL, TI~E KEEPING CLERKS 
215 POSTAL CLERKS 
216 PROOFREAJERS 
217 REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS 
218 RECEPTIO'IIISTS 
219 SHIDPIMG, 1\ECEIVING CLERKS 
ZZO STATISTICAL CLERKS 
ZZl ST'lCK CLERKS, STORE KEEPERS 
ZZZ TEACHEPS AIDES, EXC HONIT~RS 
223 TELEGRAPH ~ESSENGERS 
224 TELEGRAPH OPERATORS 
225 TELEPHONE 'lPERATORS 
226 TICKET STATION, EXPRESS AGENTS 
227 WEIGHERS 
228 MISC CLERICAL WDPKERS, ~EC 
229 CPAFTS~EN, FOREMEI\I, KINDRED 
230 CONSTRUCTIO"' CRAFTSMEN 
231 CARP ENT EllS 
233 BRIC'<"lASONS ANO STONEHASOIIIS 
235 BULLD'JZE~ ODERATORS 
236 CE"lENT AIIID COIIICRETE FINISHERS 
237 ELECTRICIA'IIS 
239 EXCo\VATING, GRADING, MACH UP 
240 FLOOR LAYEU, E XC Tl LF. SETTERS 
241 PAIHERS, CCNSTPUCTICN, HAINT 
243 PAPERI-A~GEI\S 
244 PLASTERERS 
246 PLU"laERS AND PIPEFITTERS 
248 ROOFER AND SLATERS 
249 STR•JCTURAL METAL CRAFT 
250 TILtSETTEI\S 
251 FJRE~EN, 'IIEC 
252 METAL~jORK ING CRAFTSMEN E XC HECH 
253 BLACK SH lTH S 
254 BUILE~"lAI(ERS 
255 HEAT TREATFRS, AN.'iEALERS, ETC 
256 FORGEHEN A~D hAMMER~EN 
257 JUB 4~0 DIE SETTERS, ~ETAL 
258 MAC~INISTS 
260 MILL~RIG~TS 
Zbl I'Qll.IERS, "1ETAL 
NET DEHAI\D FRCH 






















































































REPLACEMENT NEEDS TOTAL JOB 
DUE TO LABOR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES 

















































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 4- JOB CPP'lRTLNITlES FROM INDUSTRIAL CHANGE AND REPLACEMENT NEEDS- STATE OF CALIFORNiA 








PATTERN A~O MODEL MAKERS 
ROLLERS AND FINISHERS, METAL 
SHE:ET METAL ~ORKERS, TINSMITHS 
TOOL, 0 !~MAKERS 
269 MECHANICS, REPAIR~N, I~STALLRS 
270 AIR CONO, I-EATING, REFRIG 
271 AIRCRAFTS 
272 AUTJ ACCESSORIES INSTALP. 
273 AUTO BODY REPAIRMEN 
274 AUT) MECt-ANICS 
276 DATA PROCESSI~G MACrl REPAI~MEN 
277 FAR~ I~PLEMENT 
278 HEAVY EQUIP MECH, INCL UIESEL 
279 HJUSEHOL, APPLIANCE MEC~ANICS 
281 OFFICE MACHINE REPAIRMEN 
282 RADIO, TELE~ISIDN REPAI~ME~ 
283 RAlLRDA,, CAR SHOP REPAIRMEN 
285 OTHER MECHANICS AND REPAIRMEN 
286 PRINTIN~ TRADE CRAFTS~EN 
2d7 BODKBINOERS 
288 COHPOSITlRS AND TYPESETTERS 
289 ELECTRnTYPERS, STERECTYPERS 
290 E"'GIIAVERS EXC PHOTOENGRAVEII.S 
291 PHOT~FNGRAVERS, LITHCGRAPHERS 
292 PRES SHE"' AND PLATE I'RI NTE R S 
295 TRANSPOPTATICN, PUB UTIL CRAFT 
296 ELECTRIC POIIR LINEMEN, CABLEMEN 
297 LOC'lMJTIVE ENGINEE~S 
298 LOCJMDTIVE FIREMEN 
299 POWER ST~TICN OPERATORS 
300 T ELE!'hON~ IN STALLR S, REPAIRMEN 
301 TELEPHONE LINEMEN, SPLICERS 
302 OTHER CRAFTSMN, KINDRFO WRKRS 
303 BAKERS 
304 CABINETMAKERS 
305 CARPET INSTALLERS 
306 CRA~EMEN, DERRICKMEN, HOISTMEN 
301 DECJRATORS, IIINDOW URESSERS 
308 DENTAL L\BORATORY TECH 
309 FUR'IITURE Al\0 WOOIJ Fl"llSH 
310 FURRIERS 
311 GL AllERS 
312 INSPECTO~S, LJG A"'D LL~BER 
313 INSPECTORS, OTHER 
314 JEWELEP. S AND IIATCHMAI<ERS 
315 MILLERS, GRAI,.., FLaUR, FEEO 
316 MOTION PICTLRE PPOJECTICNISTS 
317 OPTICIANS, LENS GRINDR, POLISHR 
318 PIANO, ORGAN TU"'ERS, REPAIRMEN 
319 SHIPFITTERS 
320 SHOE REP~IRMEN 
321 SIGN PAINTEIIS ANU LETTERERS 
322 STATIONARY ENGI~EERS 
323 STONE CUTTERS, STONE CARVERS 
32it TAILORS 
325 UPHOLSTERERS 
326 CRAFTSMEi, KINDRED WORKRS, NEC 
329 OPERAT I YES 
330 OPERATIVES, E)C TRANSPCRT 
331 SEMISKILLED METALIIORKII\G 
332 DRILL PRESS OPERATIVES 
333 FUR"'ACF.MEN, SMELTERMEN, PO~RERS 
334 GRHDING MACHINE OPERATIVES 
335 HEATERS, METAL 
336 LATHE, MILLING MACH CPERATIVES 
337 ~ETAL PLATERS 
338 OTHEq pqECISION MACH OPR 
339 PUNCH STAMPING PRESS OPR 
litO SOL,ERF.RS 
3it1 WELDERS A~O FLAME CUTTERS 
3it2 SEMISKILLED TEXTILE 
347 OTHER TEXTILE OPEPATIVES 
3it8 SEM ISK IlL EO PACKING, lNSPEC TNG 
349 CHECKERS, EXAMINERS, ETC, ~FG 
350 GRADERS A~D SJRTERS, HFG 
351 HEAT WI'APPERS, RETAIL TRADE 
352 PACKER, WRAPPER, EX MEAT, PROOUC 
353 PROD GRDR, PACKER, EXC FACT, FAR 
35it OTHER OPERATI~ES, EXC TRANSPORT 
355 ASBESTOS, INSULATION MORKERS 
356 ASSE~BLEII.S 
357 BLASTERS AND POIIDERHEN 
358 BOTTLING, CANNING OPERATIVES 
359 CHAINHEI!i, ROOHEN, AXHEII SURVEYNG 






















































































REPLACEMENT NEEDS TOTAL JOB 
DUE TO LABOR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES 





































































































































































• ONE HUt;DRED TIMES Hr: ~ATIQ OF THE AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB CPPORTUNITIES TO 1975 EHPLlYMENT LEVEL 
AVERAGE AN~LAL JCB OPPCRTUNITV 



































































































































































TASLE ~-JOB OPPQRTUNITIES FROM INDUSTRIAl CHANGE AND REPLACEMENT NEEDS- STATE JF CALIFORNIA 






























CLOTHmG IRONERS AND PRESSERS 
CUTTING JPERATIVESo NEC 
ORESS"AKER 1 SEAMSTRESS, EXC FACT 
DR ILL EP S, EARTH 
DRY WALL INSTALLERS , LATHERS 
DY ER S 
FILE~ , PGLJS~ER , SA NDER , BUFFER 
GARAGE WGRKERS, GAS STAT ATTEN 
LAUN DRY, ORY CLEAN OP, ~EC 
MEAT CUTTERS, BUTCHERS, EXC "4FG 
"l EAT CUTT ':RS, BUTCHERS 
M ILLENERS 
MINE JPERA T I~ES , NEC 
M IXI ~ G ~PERATIVES 
OILERS, GREASERS , EKC UTO 
PAI~TERS, ~FG AR TICLES 
P HOTO G~APHJC PROCESS WORKERS 
RIV ETER S AND FASTENERS 
SAILJRS \NO DECKHANDS 
SAWYEII.S 
SEWERS A~D STITCHERS 
SHOEMAK ! ~r. MACHINE OPR 
STAT!ONA~Y FIRE"4EN 
wiNDING QPERA TIVES, NEC 
MISC MACH OPERATIVES 
OPER ATI~ES, NEC 
386 TRANSPORT EQLIPMENT OPERATIVES 
387 BOATMEN AND CANALME"' 
388 BUS DRIVERS 
389 CONDUCTORS, "40TOR"4EN, UR~AN RAIL 
390 DELIVERY AND ROUTEMEN 
391 FOR< LIFT, TOW MOTOR OPR 
392 MOTOR"4EN, "41NE, FACT, LOGGING 
393 PARKING ATTENDANTS 
394 RAILROAD BRAKEMEN 
395 ~A ILROAD S~ ITCHMEN 
396 TAXICAB 011 JIIE'I.S, CHAUFFE!>RS 
397 TRUC~ URIVERS 
398 SERVICE WORKERS 
399 CLEA 'U~G SF.RVICE WRKRS 
400 CHA"'BEP."4AJD 1 MAIO, EXC PRIV 
401 CLEAN E~ S AND CHARWOMEN 
402 JANITDP S A~D SEXTONS 
403 FOOU SEq VICE WII.KRS 
404 BARTENDERS 
405 BUSBOYS 
406 COOKS, E~C PRIVATE 
407 OISH4AS~ERS 
~OB FUUD COUNTER, FOUNTAI N wORKERS 
409 WAITERS 
410 FOOD WORKERS , NECo EXC PRIVATE 
411 ~EALTH SEII.VICE WRKRS 
412 DENTAL ASSISTANTS 
413 HEALTH AIDES, EXCEPT NURSING 
414 HEALTH TRAINEES 
416 NURSES AIDES, ORDERLIES 
417 PRACTICAL NLRSES 
418 PERS'JNAL SERVICE WRKRS 
419 AIRLINE STE~ARDESSES 
420 ATTEN, RECREATION, A~l>S E ME~T 
421 ATTEN, PERSO'IAL SERVICE, NEC 
422 BAGGAGE PO'I.TERS AND BE LLHOPS 
423 BARBERS 
424 BOARDING, LODGING WILSEKEEPERS 
425 BOOTBLACKS 
426 CHILD CA'I. E ~ORKERS , EXC PRIVATE 
427 ELEVATOR OPERAT:IR S 
428 HAI~ORESSERS, COSME TOLOGISTS 
429 tflUSEKEEPERS, EXC PRIVATE 
431 SCHJOL MONITORS 
432 USHERS, RECREATI ON, AMU SEMENT 
433 WELFARE SER~ICE AIDES 
lt34 PROTECTIVE SERVICE WRKRS 
435 CROSSING GUARD, BRIDGETENDERS 
436 FIRE 'l EN, FIRE PROTEC liON 
437 GUA~DS A'ID ~ATCHMEN 
438 MAR SliAL S AND CONSTABLES 
439 P~LICEMEN AND DETECTIVES 
440 SHERIF~S AND dAILIFFS 
4~1 PRIV4TE HJUSEHDLD WRKRS 
442 CHIL O CARE loOPKERS 
443 COOKS, PRIVATE 
444 HOUSEKEEPERS, PRIVATE 
445 LAlNllRE'SSES, PRIVATE 
446 MAI DS, SERVANTS, PRIVATE 
447 LABORERS, E~CEPT FARM 
























































































REPLACEMENT NEEDS TOTAL JOB 
DUE TO LABOR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES 




































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 4- JOB OPPIJRTLNITIES FRC~ INDUSTRIAL CHAfiGE AfiO REPLACEMENT NEEDS -STATE JF CALIFORNIA 
JOB OPPORTUPIITIES, 1975 TO 19110 
LINE II.ET DEMAt.O FRCM REPLACEMENT NEEDS TOTAL JOB AVERAGE ANNllAL JQB OPPDIITUNIT\' 
IIIJHBEII OCCUPATIONAL CA TEGOR V INOUSHV CHANGE DUE TO LABOR FO~CE OPPORTUNITIES JOB OPPOR TUN I Tl E S RATIO • 
SEPARATIONS FROM THESE SOURCES 
448 ANIMAL C~RETAKERS, EXC FARM 1394 1713 !1C1 621 1>.94 
449 CARl> ENTERS, HELPERS -113 137 24 5 0.25 
450 CONSTR L'BR~ EXC CARPEII.TER HELP 1015 3080 4095 819 1.84 
451 FISHERMEN AND 0\'STE~~EN 2 262 2t4 53 2.30 
452 FREIGHT, MATERIAL HANDLERS 3514 3575 108'ii H18 3.09 
It 53 GARBAGE C'lLLECTORS 1347 453 1800 360 5.36 
454 GAROENRS, GRCUNDKEEPRo EXC FARM 13379 14B91 28270 5654 1>.58 
455 LONGSHOREMEN ANO STfiiEDORES -132 538 406 B1 1.30 
456 LUM!SERHEIII, RAFTSMEN, ~CODCHOPPR S -236 205 -31 -6 
-D.B 
It 57 STOCK HAI'IDLER S 1't41 lt999 12HC 2"o8B 3.63 
458 TEAMSTERS -19 12 -1 -1 -o.51> 
459 VEHICLE wASHIIo EQUIP CLEANERS 1336 1108 2444 lt89 3.31 
460 WAREHOUSEMEN, NEC 681 1580 2261 452 2.14 
41>1 OTHER LABIJRERS 1145 2138 :!28~ 657 3.73 
462 FARMERS AN'l FARM WORKERS -11t891 42265 27374 5415 2.13 
tof>3 FARMERS AND FARM MANAGERS -5654 14693 9039 18C8 2 .1>1 
464 FARMERS, IJIINERS AND TEIIAII.TS -7013 12805 5192 1158 1.99 
465 FARM MANAGERS 1359 1888 3247 t49 5.94 
466 FARM LABORERS, FARM FOREMEN -9237 27572 18335 3661 1.95 
467 FAF'I FOREMEN -277 1758 H81 296 2.18 
468 FAR"' LAROifERS, WAGEhRKR -8"831 -2~9n------1'6T20 3224 ___ 1.'10 
469 FARM LABORERS, UNPAID FAMILY -419 683 U4 53 1.37 
470 FAR'I LAB1RERS, SELF-EI'PL 290 180 470 'lit 9o04 
• ONE ~NDREO TIMES TI1E RATIO OF THE AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPPCRTUNITIES TO 1'l75 EMPLJVMENT LEVEL 
Appendix 
Summary of Methods 
Data Sources 
The projections developed in this 
study are based on data from the 
following principal sources: 
1. Employment Development Depart-
ment (EDD) records of employers 
covered under the California 
Unemployment Insurance Code. 
2. The Department's Current Em-
ployment Statistics (CES) sam-
ple. 
3. Special tabulations of employ-
ment data for detailed indus-
tries and occupations by class 
of worker, from the 1970 
Census. 
4. National multiple jobholder and 
unpaid absence factors supplied 
by the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics (BLS). 
5. Occupational change factors in 
California, supplied by the 
BLS, which introduce changes in 
industry staffing patterns over 
the projection period. 
6. Labor force separation rates 
for California occupations, 
supplied by the BLS. 
Industry Classification System 
The industry classification system 
used in this report is that of the 
1970 Census. All classes of work-
ers,· including private wage and 
salary, self-employed, unpaid fam-
ily and government employees, are 
included in the estimates. Unlike 
the 1967 Standard Industrial Clas-
sification method, the census 
classification system used in this 
publication assigns nonadministra-
tive government employees, unpaid 
family workers and self-employed 
workers to the industry in which 
each works. For example, public 
school teachers are counted within 
the educational services industry, 
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and municipal utilities workers 
are counted within the utilities 
and sanitary services industry. 
This method of counting makes 
possible the complete allocation 
of jobholders by occupation within 
industry. In many other EDD pub-
lications, all government workers 
are classified in government and 
the self-employed and unpaid fam-
ily workers in a single other non-
agricultural employment category, 
regardless of the activity in 
which they are engaged. 
Occupational Classification System 
The occupational classification 
system used is also that of the 
1970 Census. (For a detailed de-
scription of these classification 
systems see Classified Index of 
Industries and Occupations, 1970 
Census of Population, Bureau of the 
Census.) While the census system 
is somewhat comparable to that used 
in the Dictionary of Occupational 
Titles (DOT), the census occupa-
tional categories in this report 
are rarely strictly comparable to a 
DOT 6-digit designation. The U.S. 
Department of Labor has prepared a 
cross-reference system between the 
census system and the DOT. 
Projecting Industry Employment 
Annual average wage and salary em-
ployment data for the years 1960 
through 1973 were compiled from 
department records of employment by 
establishment. The series was up-
dated to include 1974 data by using 
the monthly sample from the CES 
program. Wage and salary data were 
then projected to 1975 and 1980. 
First approximations of projecte~ 
employment for each detailed indus-
try were ob-tained by using least 
squares trend lines and by regres-
sion analysis with comparable 
national data. The individual 
estimates were then subjected to 
detailed analysis for conformity to 
the economic assumptions as well as 
to recent statewide trends. 
Wage and salary employment figures, 
which are a count of the number of 
jobs, were modified to a count of 
the number of individuals for 1970 
and the projection periods. To 
accomplish this, industry-by-indus-
try adjustments were made for 
multiple job holdings and unpaid 
absences. 
tant new occupational distributions 
were then applied to the projected 
industry employment figures. In 
this manner, a new industry-occupa-
tional (I-0) matrix was produced 
for 1975 and for 1980. 
Determining Replacement Needs 
Tables of labor force separation 
rates by occupation were also pro-
vided by the BLS. These rates are 
based on the age distribution for 
each census occupation in Califor-
In addition to data for wage and ·-· ---nta--a pp-1-te·d a ti.-onal- worki.ng 
salary workers described above, life tables, for 1970 and 1985. 
figures for the other classes of Average replacement rates for the 
workers were obtained to compute 1975- 1980 projection period were 
the total number of persons em- developed by using interpolated 
played in each industry. Estimates values. Replacement needs for each 
for self-employed and unpaid family detailed occupation over the five-
workers, by industry, were based on year projection period were then 
census data for California. Pro- computed. This was done by apply-
jections for these additional ing average separation rates for 
classes of workers were made for the projection period to average 
1975 and 1980. Projected employ- industry employment for the period. 
ment of federal, state, and local Five-year replacement needs added 
to the net new jobs determines the government workers was obtained by 
essentially the same process as combined number of job opportu-
described above for projecting pri- nities over the five-year span. 
vate wage and salary employment. Excluded from the report are job 
Occupational Allocation Within Industry 
After industry employment levels 
were established for 1970, 1975, 
and 1980, the employment for each 
detailed industry was then allo-
cated by occupation. For 1970, the 
base year, the proportional distri-
bution of occupational employment 
within each detailed industry is 
the same as that reported in the 
1970 census. Projected occupa-
tional employment was obtained by 
applying expected changes in indus-
try staffing patterns to the 1970 
base year proportions of occupa-
tional employment within each de-
tailed industry. Modifications of 
base year occupational distribu-
tions for California were supplied 
by the BLS in the form of "occupa-
tional change factors". The resul-
48 
opportunities resulting from work-
ers who transfer between jobs but 
remain in the State's labor force. 
Such transfers do not contribute to 
the net increase in manpower re-
quirements. 
Data Processing Procedures 
A series of computer programs was 
developed by the Department to 
facilitate the handling of informa-
tion used in making industry-
occupational projections. These 
programs adapt BLS source data for 
use in completing occupational al-
locations by industry as well as 
job opportunity estimates. They 
perform complex and extensive com-
putations and arrange the display 
of the projected 1-0 matrix detail 
information in appropriate tabular 
form. 
Alphabetical Index of Occupations 
The alphabetical index of matrix occupations is designed to aid in locating individual occupations within the 
detailed occupational tables. 
The first column of the index lists in alphabetical order each occupation of the detailed occupational employment 
tables (Tables 3 and 4). 
The second column lists the corresponding line number for each occupation listed in the detailed occupational 
employment tables. 
The third column indicates the major occupational group for the occupation listed in the first column. There are 





ADMINISTRATORS, PUB INSPECTORS 
Adult Education Teachers 
Advertising Agents, Salesmen 
Agri, Biolog Tech Exc Health 
Agricultural Scientists 
Agriculture Teachers 
Air Cond, Heating, Refrig 




Animal Caretakers, Exc Form 
Architects 
Archivists and Curators 
Art,•::>ramo, Music Teachers 
Asbestos, Insulation Workers 
Assemblers 
Assess, Control, Loc Pub Admin 
Athletes and Kindred Workers 
Atmospl,, Earth, Morine Teach 
Atmospl,eric, Space Scientists 
Atten, Personal Service, nee 
Atten, Recreation, Amusement 
Auctioneers 
Authors 
Auto Accessories Installers 
Auto Body Repairmen 
Auto Mechanics 
Baggage Porters and Bellhops 
Bakers 
Bank Tellers 







Blasters and Powdermen 
Boarding, Lodging Housekeepers 
Boatmen and Canolmen 
Boi I ermokers 
Bookbinders 
Bookkeepers 
Bookkeepi ng, Billing Operators 
Bootblacks 
Bott i ing, Conning Operatives 




Business, Commerce Teachers 
BUYERS, SALES, LOAN MANAGERS 
LINE NUMBER IN 




























































Prof.- Tech., Kind. 
Prof.- Tech., Kind. 
Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Managers 






Prof.- Tech., Kind . 
Craftsmen 
Service Workers 









Prof .-Tech., Kind. 













Serv ice Workers 
Clerical Workers 
Praf.-Tech., Kind. 


















LINE NUMBER IN MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL 
OCCUPATION TABLES 3 AND 4 GROUP 
Buyers, Shippers, Farm Prod 142 Managers 
Buyers, Wholesale, Retail 143 Managers 
Cabinetmakers 304 Craftsmen 
Calculating Machine Operators 188 Clerical Workers 
Carpenters 231 Craftsmen 
Carpenters He I pers 449 Laborers, Exc.- Farm 
Carpet Installers 305 Craftsmen 
Cashiers 198 Clerical Workers 
Cement and Concrete Finishers 236 Craftsmen 
Chainmen, Rodmen, Axmen, Surveying 359 Operatives 
Chambermaid, Maid, Exc Priv 400 Service Workers 
Checkers, Examiners, Etc, Mfg 349 Operatives 
Chemical Technicians 30 Prof.- Tech., Kind . 
Chemistry Teachers 83 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
Chemists 19 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Child Care Workers 442 Service Workers 
Child Care Workers, Exc Private 426 Service Workers 
Chiropractors 39 Prof.-Tech., Kind . 
Cleaners and Charwomen 401 Service Workers 
CLEANING SERVICE WRKRS 399 Service Workers 
Clergymen 124 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Clerical Assist, Soc Welfare 199 Cl eri ca I Workers 
Clerical Supervisors, nee 200 Cieri cal Workers 
Clinical Lab Techno!, Tech 51 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Clothing Ironers and Pressers 360 Operatives 
Coaches, Phys Ed Teachers 84 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Collectors, Bill and Account 201 Clerical Workers 
College, University Teachers, nee 103 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Compositors and Typesetters 288 Craftsmen 
Computer Programers 66 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
COMPUTER SPECIALISTS 65 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Computer Systems Analysis 67 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Computer, Peripheral Equip 189 Clerical Workers 
Conductors, Motormen, Urban Rai I 389 Operatives 
Constr Labr, Exc Carpenter Help 450 Laborers, Exc.-Farm 
CONSTRUCTION CRAFTSMEN 230 Craftsmen 
Construction Inspector, Pub 149 Managers 
Cooks, Exc Private 406 Service Workers 
Cooks, Private 443 Service Workers 
Counter Clerks, Exc Food 202 Clerical Workers 
Craftsmen, Kindred Workers, nee 326 Craftsmen 
Cranemen, Derrickmen, Hoi stmen 306 Craftsmen 
Creditmen 141 Managers 
Crossing Guard, Bridgetenders 435 Service Workers 
Cutting Operatives, nee 361 Operatives 
Dancers 111 Prof.- Tech., Kind. 
Data Processing Mach Repairmen 276 Craftsmen 
Decorators, Window Dressers 307 Craftsmen 
Delivery and Routemen 390 Operatives 
Demonstrators 168 Sales Workers 
Dental Assistants 412 Service Workers 
Dental Hygienists 52 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Dental Laboratory Tech 308 Craftsmen 
Dentists 40 Prof.- Tech., Kind. 
Designers 112 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Dietitians 41 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Dishwashers 407 Service Workers 
Dispatcher, Starter, Vehicle 203 Clerical Workers 
Draftsmen 31 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Dressmaker, Seamstress, Exc Fact 362 Operatives 
Dri II Press Operatives 332 Operatives 
Dri II ers, Earth 363 Operatives 
Dry Wall Installers, Lathers 364 Operatives 
Duplicating Mach ine Operators 190 Clerical Workers 
Dyers 365 Operatives 
Economics Teachers 85 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
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LINE NUMBER IN MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL 
OCCUPATION TABLES 3 AND 4 GROUP 
Economists 70 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Editors and Reporters 113 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Education Teachers 86 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Electric Power Linemen, Cablemen 296 Craftsmen 
Electrical, Electronic Tech 32 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Electricians 237 Craftsmen 
Electrotypers, Stereotypers 289 Craftsmen 
Elementary School Teachers 87 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Elevator Operators 427 Service Workers 
Embalmers 60 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Engineering Teachers 88 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Engineering, Science Tech, nee 37 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Engineers, Aero-Astronautic 4 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Engineers, Chemical 5 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
Engineers, Civil 6 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Engineers, Electrical 7 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Engineers, Industrial 8 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
Engineers, Mechanical 9 Prof. -Tech., Kind. 
Engineers, Me tall urgi cal 10 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Engineers, Mining 11 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Engineers, Other 14 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Engineers, Petroleum 12 Prof.- Tech., Kind. 
Engineers, Sales 13 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
ENGINEERS, SCIENCE TECHNICIANS 28 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
ENGINEERS, TECHNICAL 3 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
English Teachers 89 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Engravers, Exc Photoengravers 290 Craftsmen 
Enumerators and Interviewers 204 Clerical Workers 
Estimators, Investigators, nee 205 Clerical Workers 
Excavating, Grading, Mach Op 239 Craftsmen 
Expediters, Prod Controllers 206 Cl eri co I Workers 
Farm Foremen 467 Farmers and Farm Wkrs. 
Farm Implement 277 Craftsmen 
FARM LABORERS, FARM FOREMEN 466 Farmers and Farm Wkrs. 
Farm Laborers, Self-Empl 470 Farmers and Farm Wkrs. 
Farm Laborers, Unpaid Family 469 Farmers and Farm Wkrs . 
Farm Laborers, Wage Workers 468 Farmers and Farm Wkrs. 
Farm Management Advisors 126 _Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Farm Managers 465 Farmers and Farm Wkrs. 
Farmers, Owners and Ten ants 464 Farmers and Farm Wkrs. 
FARMERS AND FARM MANAGERS 463 Farmers and Farm Wkrs. 
File Clerks 207 Clerical Workers 
Firemen, Fire Protection 436 Service Workers 
Fishermen and Oystermen 451 Laborers, Exc.-Farm 
Flight Engineers 61 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
Floor Layers, Exc Tile Setters 240 Craftsmen 
Food Counter, Fountain Workers 408 Service Workers 
FOOD SERVICE WORKERS 403 Service Workers 
Food Workers, nee, Exc Private 410 Service Workers 
Foreign Language Teachers 90 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
FOREMEN, nee 251 Craftsmen 
Foresters, Conservationists 127 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Forgemen and Hammermen 256 Craftsmen 
Forklift, Tow Motor Opr 391 Operatives 
Freight, Material Handlers 452 Laborers, Exc.-Farm 
Funeral Directors 157 Managers 
Furnacemen, Smeltermen, Pourers 333 Operatives 
Furniture and Wood Finishers 309 Craftsmen 
Furriers 310 Craftsmen 
Garage Workers, Gas Station Atten 367 Operatives 
Garbage Coli ectors 453 Laborers, Exc.-Farm 
Gardeners, Groundkeeper, Exc Farm 454 Laborers, Exc.-Farm 
Geologists 20 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Glaziers 311 Craftsmen 
Graders and Sorters, Mfg 350 Operatives 
Grinding Machine Operatives 334 Operatives 
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-LINE NUMBER IN MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL 
OCCUPATION TABLES 3 AND 4 GROUP 
Guards and Watchmen 437 Service Workers 
Hairdressers, Cosmetologists 428 Service Workers 
Health Administrators 150 Managers 
Health Aides, Except Nursing 413 Service Workers 
Health Record Techno!, Tech 53 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
HEALTH SERVICE WORKERS 411 Service Workers 
Health Specialties Teachers 91 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
HEALTH TECHNOL AND TECH 50 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
Health Trainees 414 Service Workers 
Heat Treaters, Annealers, etc 255 Craftsmen 
Heaters, Metal 335 Operatives 
Heavy Equip Mech, lncl Diesel 278 Craftsmen 
History Teachers 92 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Home-Economi c.s_Teacher:s 93 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Home Management Advisors 128 Prof.:=Tech--=-;-Kincl-. -
Hou·sehold Appliance Mechanics 279 Craftsmen 
Housekeepers, Exc P ri vote 429 Service Workers 
Housekeepers, Private 444 Service Workers 
Hucksters and Peddlers 169 Sales Workers 
Industrial Engineering Tech 33 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Inspectors, Exc Construct, Pub 151 Managers 
Inspectors, Log and Lumber 312 Craftsmen 
Inspectors, Other 313 Craftsmen 
Insurance Adjust, Exam 208 Clerical Workers 
Insurance Agents, Brokers, etc 170 Sales Workers 
Janitors and Sextons 402 Service Workers · 
Jewelers and Watchmakers 314 Craftsmen 
Job and Die Setters, Metal 257 Craftsmen 
Judges 129 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Keypunch Operators 191 Clerical Workers 
Lathe, Milling Mach Operatives 336 Operatives 
Laundresses, Private 445 Service Workers 
Laundry, Dry Cl eon Op, nee 368 Operatives 
Law Teachers 94 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
Lawyers 130 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Librarians 131 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Library Attendants, Assistants 209 Clerical Workers 
LIFE AND PHYSICAL SCIENTISTS 15 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Life, Physical Scientists, nee 23 Prof.- Tech., Kind. 
Locomotive Engineers 297 Craftsmen 
Locomotive Firemen 298 Craftsmen 
Longshoremen and Stevedores 455 Laborers, Exc.-F arm 
Lumbermen, Raftsmen, Woodchoppers 456 Laborers, Exc.-F arm 
Machinists 258 Craftsmen 
Maids, Servants, Private 446 Service Workers 
Mail Carriers, Post Office 210 Clerical Workers 
Mail Handler, Exc Post Office 211 Clerical Workers 
Marine Scientists 21 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Marshals and Con stables 438 Service Workers 
MATHEMATICAL SPECIALISTS 24 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Mathematical Tech 34 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Mathematicians 26 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Mathematics Teachers 95 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Meat Cutters, Butchers 370 Operatives 
Meat Cutters, Butchers, Exc Mfg 369 Operatives 
Meat Wrappers, Retai I T rode 351 Operatives 
Mechanical Engineering Tech 35 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
MECHANICS, REPAIRMEN, INSTALLERS 269 Craftsmen 
MEDICAL WORKERS, EXC TECH 38 Prof.-Tech. , Kin d. 
Messengers and Office Boys 212 Clerical Workers 
Metal Platers 337 Operatives 
METALWORKING CRAFTSMEN, EXC MECH 252 Craftsmen 
Meter Readers, Utilities 213 Clerical Workers 
Mgrs, Superintendents, Bldg 158 Managers 
Milliners 371 Operatives 
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LINE NUMBER IN MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL 
OCCUPATION TABLES 3 AND 4 GROUP 
Millers, Grain, Flour, Feed 315 Craftsmen 
Millwrights 260 Craftsmen 
Mine Operatives, nee 372 O~eratives 
Mise Clerical Workers, nee 228 C erical Workers 
Mise College and Univ Teach 102 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Mise Mach Operatives 384 Operatives 
Mixing Operatives 373 Operatives 
Molders, Metal 261 Craftsmen 
Motion Picture Projectionists 316 Craftsmen 
Motormen, Mine, Fact, Logging 392 Operatives 
Musicians and Composers 114 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Newsboys 171 Sales Workers 
Nurses Aides, Orderlies 416 Service Workers 
OFFICE MACHINE OPERATORS 186 Cieri cal Workers 
Office Machine Repairmen 281 Craftsmen 
Office Managers, nee 159 Managers 
Officials of Lodges, Unions 161 Managers 
Officials, Admins, Pub 152 Managers 
Officers, Pilots, Pursers, Ship 160 Managers 
Oilers, Greasers, Exc Auto 374 Operatives 
Operations, Systems Research 132 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
OPERATIVES, EXC TRANSPORT 330 Operatives 
Operatives, nee 385 Operatives 
Opticians, Lens Grinder, Polisher 317 Craftsmen 
Optometrists_ 42 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
OTHER CLERICAL WORKERS 194 Clerical Workers 
Other Computer Specia.lists 68 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
OHlER CRAFTSMEN, KINDRED WORKERS 302 Craftsmen 
Other Health Techno!, Tech 56 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Other Laborers 461 Laborers, Exc.-Farm 
OTHER MANAGERS, OFFICIALS, PROPS 156 Managers 
Other Mechanics and Repairmen 285 Craftsmen 
Other Medical and Health 49 Prof.-Tech. , Kind. 
Other Mgrs, Administrators 164 Managers 
Other Office Machine Operators 193 Clerical Workers 
OTHER OPERATIVES, EXC TRANSPORT 354 Operatives 
Other Precision Mach Opr 338 Operatives 
OTHER PROFESSIONAL; TECHNICAL 120 Prof.-Tech. , Kind. 
Other Social Scientists 75 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
Other Technicians, Exc Health 64 Prof •• Tech., Kind. 
Other Textile Operatives 347 Operatives 
Packer, Wrapper, Exc Meat, Produce 352 Operatives 
Painters and Sculptors 115 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Painters, Construction, Maint 241 Craftsmen 
Painters, Mfg Articles 375 Operatives 
Paperhangers 243 Craftsmen 
Parking Attendants 393 Operatives 
Pattern and Model Makers 263 Craftsmen 
Payroll, Time-Keeping Clerks 214 Clerical Workers 
PERSONAL SERVICE WORKERS 418 Service Workers 
Personnel, Labor Relations 133 Prof •• Tech. , Kind. 
Pharmacists 43 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Photoengravers, Lithographers 291 Craftsmen 
Photographers 116 Prof.· Tech., Kind. 
Photographic Process Workers 376 Operatives 
Physicians, M.D., Osteopaths 44 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Physicists and Astronomers 22 Prof.-Tech. , Kind. 
Physics Teachers 96 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Piano, Organ Tuners, Repairmen 318 Craftsmen 
Plasterers 244 Craftsmen 
Plumbers and Pipefitters 246 Craftsmen 
Podiatrists 45 Prof .• Tech. , Kin d. 
Policemen and Detectives 439 Service Workers 
Political Scientists 71 Prof •• Tech., Kind. 
Postal Clerks 215 Clerical Workers 
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LINE NUMBER IN MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL 
OCCUPATION TABLES 3 AND 4 GROUP 
Postmasters and Mail Super 153 Managers 
Power Station Operators 299 Craftsmen 
Practical Nurses 417 Service Workers 
Preschool, Kinder Teachers 97 Prof.- Tech., Kind. 
Pressmen and Plate Printers 292 Craftsmen 
PRINTING TRADES CRAFTSMEN 286 Craftsmen 
PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD WORKERS 441 Service Workers 
Prod Grader, Packer, Exc Fact, Farm 353 Operatives 
Proofreaders 216 Clerical Workers 
PROTECTIVE SERVICE WORKERS 434 Service Workers 
Psychologists 72 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Psychology Teachers 98 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Public Relations Men, Writers 117 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Punch Stamping Press Opr 339 Operatives 
Purchasing Agents, Buyers, nee 144 Managers 
Radio Operators 62 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Radio, Television Repairmen 282 Craftsmen 
Radio, TV Announcers 118 Prof •• Tech., Kind. 
Radiologic Techno!, Tech 54 Prof •• Tech., Kind. 
Rai I road Brakemen 394 Operatives 
Railroad Conductors 162 Managers 
Rai I road Switchmen 395 Operatives 
Railroad, Car Shop Repairmen 283 Craftsmen 
Real Estate Agents, Brokers 172 Sales Workers 
Real Estate Appraisers 217 Clerical Workers 
Receptionists 218 Clerical Workers 
Recreation Workers 135 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Registered Nurses 46 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Rei igiou s, Exc Clergymen 125 Prof.- Tech., Kind. 
Research Workers, nee 134 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Restaurant, Cafe, Bar Mgrs 163 Managers 
Riveters and Fasteners 377 Operatives 
Rollers and Finishers, Metal 264 Craftsmen 
Roofers and Sl aters 248 Craftsmen 
Sailors and Deckhands 378 Operatives 
Salesclerks, Retail Trade 176 Sales Workers 
Sales Managers, Exc Retail Trade 146 Managers 
Sales Managers, Retail Trade 145 Managers 
Sales Repres, Mfg 174 Sales Workers 
Sales Repres, Wholesale Trade 175 Sales Workers 
Salesmen, Retail Trade 177 Sales Workers 
Salesmen, Serv and Constr 178 Sales Workers 
Sawyers 379 Operatives 
School Admin, College 154 Managers 
School Admin, Elem, Secondary 155 Managers 
School Monitors 431 Service Workers 
Secondary School Teachers 99 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Secretaries, Legal 181 
I 
Clerical Workers 
Secretaries, Medical 182 Cieri cal Workers 
Secretaries, Other 183 Clerical Workers 
SEMISKILLED METALWORKING 331 i Operatives 
SEMISKILLED PACKING, JNSPECTNG 348 ! Operatives SEMISKILLED TEXTILE 342 Operatives 
Sewers and Stitchers 380 I Operatives 
Sheet Metal Workers, Tinsmiths 265 i Craftsmen Sheriffs and Bailiffs 440 Service Workers Shipfitters 319 I Craftsmen 
Shipping, Receiving Clerks 219 Clerical Workers 
Shoe Repairmen 320 Craftsmen 
Shoe-Making Machine Opr 381 I Operatives Sign Painters and Letterers 321 Craftsmen 
Social Science Teachers, nee 101 I Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
SOCIAL SCIENTISTS 69 I Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Social Workers 136 Prof.- Tech., Kin d. 
Sociologists 73 I Prof.-Tecl,., Kind. Sociology Teachers 100 I Prof. -Tech., Kind. 
54 
LINE NUMBER IN MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL 
OCCUPATION TABLES 3 AND 4 GROUP 
Solderers 340 Operatives 
Stationary Engineers 322 Craftsmen 
Stationary Firemen 382 Operatives 
Statistical Clerks 220 ·Clerical Workers 
Stati sti ci an s 27 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
Stenographers 184 Clerical Workers 
STENOGRAPHERS, TYPIST, SECRE 180 Clerical Workers 
Stock and Bond Salesmen 173 Soles Workers 
Stock Clerks, Storekeepers 221 Clerical Workers 
Stock Handlers 457 Laborers, Exc.-Farm 
Stone Cutters, Stone Carvers 323 Craftsmen 
Structural Metal Croft 249 Craftsmen 
Surveyors 36 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Tabulating Machine Operators 192 Cieri cal Workers 
Tailors 324 Craftsmen 
Taxicab Drivers, Chauffeurs 396 Operatives 
TEACHERS 76 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Teachers Aides, Exc Monitors 222 Clerical Workers 
Teachers, nee, Exc Coli, Univer 106 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
Teamsters 458 Laborers, Exc.-F arm 
TECHNICIANS, EXC HEALTH 57 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Tel egroph Messengers 223 Clerical Workers 
Tel egroph Operators 224 Clerical Workers 
Telephone Installers, Repair 300 Craftsmen 
Telephone Linemen, Splicers 301 Craftsmen 
Telephone Operators 225 Cl eri col Workers 
Theology T eochers 104 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Theropi sts 47 Prof.-Tech., Kind .. 
Therapy Assi stonts 55 Prof.- Tech., Kind. 
Ticket Station, Express Agents 226 Clerical Workers 
Tilesetters 250 Craftsmen 
Tool Programers, Numerical 63 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Tool, Diemakers 267 Craftsmen 
T rode, lndustri al Teachers 105 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT OPERATIVES 386 Operatives 
TRANSPORTATION, PUB UTIL CRAFT 295 Craftsmen 
Truck Drivers 397 or,eratives 
Typists 185 C erical Workers 
Upholsterers 325 Craftsmen 
Urban and Regional Planners 74 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Ushers, Recreation, Amusement 432 Service Workers 
Vehicle Washer, Equip Cleaners 459 Laborers, Exc.-Farm 
Veterinarians 48 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Vocational, Ed Counselors 137 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Waiters 409 Service Workers 
Warehousemen, nee 460 Laborers, Exc.-Farm 
Weighers 227 Clerical Workers 
Welders and Flame Cutters 341 Operatives 
Welfare Service Aides 433 Service Workers 
Winding Operatives, nee 383 Operatives 
Writers, Artists, Entertainers, nee 119 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
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